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V

Accomplishments: Two concurrent studies on stabilizability (Shoureshi, Pourki) and

modeling (Murthy, Goodfellow) of MPD thrusters have been carried out. In the area

of modeling the main accomplishments have been.

1. Formulation of a model for optimized nozzle geometry for a thermal-magnetic

plasma dynamic thruster.

2. Formulation of a model for energy transfer process in the vicinity of electrodes in

a thermal-magnetic plasma dynamic thruster.

Following is the highlights of the main accomplishments in stabilizability and

observability of the MPD thrusters.
0

1. Lyapunov stability analysis of the equilibrium state of MPD thrusters for the

general case of nonzero plasma velocity, and special case of zero velocity.

2. Stabilizability of the equilibrium state of MPD thrusters.

3. Derivation of the characteristics of a general, nonlinear hyperbolic system

represented by partial differential equations (PDE), and their relations to

controllability of the system.

4. Spectral analysis of the MPD thruster with zero plasma velocity.

5. Study of observability of nonlinear distributed parameter systems, and formulation

of observability criteria for a special case of MPD thrusters.

0.
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MAIN ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1. Formulation of a model for optimized nozzle geometry for a thermal-magnetic
plasma dynamic thruster.

2. Formulation of a model for energy transfer processes inthe vicinity of electrodes
in a thermal-magnetic plasma dynamic thruster: Details on this model are provided in
the following.

$
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A MODEL FOR ELECTRODE VICINITY INTERACTIONS

Prepared by K. Goodfellow

1. INTRODUCTION

In a number of problems related to heat transfer to electrodes, it has been usual in
the past to neglect the influence of plasma structure in the vicinity of the electrode in
comparison with the overall thermal boundary layer. In some approaches to electrode
surface deterioration, including wear, plasma or material jets and diffusional processes
have been considered. However, most of those analyses also neglect the details of the
plasma processes in the electrode region for which the characteristic lengths are Debye
length, molecular mean free path, recombination length and Larmor radius. S.A. Self
(1983,1987) and collaborators have included consideration of such near-electrode
processes in the case of an isothermal plasma under certain other approximations.

We have utilized the S.A. Self approach as a bench mark and proceeded to set up
a detailed model for electrode vicinity processes in the case of a thermal-magnetic
thruster where the current flow and the electrode potential drop and charge are
obviously of primary consideration.

The model is developed in the context of energy transfer to electrodes. However,
one of the most important contributions of the model is to gain an understanding of
the changes in those processes as a function of input current while the mass flux of
heated gas is held constant. At some value of current, it is generally accepted, an
instability, called onset instability, arises. The objective, then, is to establish the
nature of possible measurements in the electrode vicinity that can provide an
indication of the near-onset conditions in the thruster.

While we are yet to quantify the changes, it is our belief that in the case of a
cathode, the model will demonstrate the importance of (a) the growth of ion number
density, (b) the lag in heating of ions and (c) the gradual change in the electrode
potential.

SO
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2. MODEL DESCRIPTION

A number of zones can be identified in the vicinity of the electrode based on
characteristic length scales such as the recombination length (eR), the molecular mean
free path (4,.,i n, e and i referring to neutral, electron and ion, respectively) and the
Debye length (D). The rate-governed processes in those zones will depend further
upon characteristic times. Figure 1 presents a schematic of the electrode region of a
MPD engine. A thermal boundary layer is postulated that may be different from the
momentum boundary layer. The Debye length and the mean free path of species are
both small compared to the recombination length but 4D may be either less than or be
comparable to 4.,.

The working fluid is assumed to be a monatomic gas that is undergoing single
ionization so that the species considered are atoms, ions and electrons obeying
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. The plasma in the free stream is assumed to be
partially ionized with a possibility of both thermal and charge nonequilibrium. The
electron and ion temperatures (Te,Ti) are therefore assumed to be different. The Saha
equation for reaction is modified in order to take into account non-equilibrium and
inelastic collisions. The plasma is assumed to be subject to Joule heating and to
induced and applied electro-magnetic fields.

The state of plasma within 4,e and therefore 4D may only be described in terms of
collisionless particles. It may be pointed out that 4.,. and 4D are not sharply defined
boundaries.

Within the electrode, two regions have been identified in Figure 1: the first is a
region where melting and evaporation may be taking place and the second, a region
with pure conductive heat transfer. The first is referred to as a "mushy" region.

2.1. Model of Plasma in the Vicinity of an Electrode

A partially ionized two-temperature non-equilibrium plasma flow is considered,
which obeys Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. The induced magnetic field is included for
consideration.

The plasma is assumed to be composed of three monatomic ideal gasses, electron,
* ion and neutral. The pressure of each gas species is given by P, = nskTs. The total

gas pressure is then given by

P = ZP, (2.1)
5

* The energy of each species is the sum of the translational and the internal energies.
The translational energy of each species is given by

e= nekT -(2.2)
s 2 m.

A Cartesian orthogonal coordinate system is used with coordinates that are parallel to
the magnetic field, perpendicular to the magnetic field and perpendicular to the
magnetic and the electric fields.

l
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The electron current and heat flux are given by the following equations. The
electron transport properties are significantly affected by the magnetic field and
therefore these effects are included.

a-=fii + +fX + 0,IT VII To + . .L T9

+ OHT -X VT. (2.3)

'T 5 kT, _,- -

-- e Je-- XI,, , -X'V. T, e XIH rX VTe

- To OiT Ell - Te 0iT E - T, (HT - XE (2.4)

The transport coefficients (a, T, and X') are presented, for example in Mitchner and
Kruger[1974], in the form of integral functions of C. The transport coefficients are also
available in other forms from sources such as Bose [19871.

The heavy particle transport properties are not affected by the presence of a
*magnetic field unless the field is very strong. For the system considered the magnetic

field is assumed to be sufficiently weak so that the heavy particle transport equations
can be written for a partially ionized plasma without a magnetic field. Accordingly,
the following relations may be written for the heavy particle transport properties.

( °u  0 #  2 ( "ff #  x, 3 S2.5)
7. -?- ±i-r (2.5)

-h 5 kTh 5n t,_X/VTh - nhkTh p-- (2.6)2 s s

Jh = eniJi (2.7)

. -a! E mkD"k - DT V(lnTh) (2.8)
n5p k PS

n n PP p m, k (29

where

56 = Kronecker delta = 0 if ce # 0 , 1 if c =fi

Dk = concentration diffusion coefficient

DT - thermal diffusion coefficient

Since a non-equilibrium plasma is considered, a relationship for the generation of
species is required. Only collisional reactions will be considered. Specifically the
three-body recombination reaction where the third body is an electron may be written
as follows.

01
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e +A + +e e +A (2.10)

The generation rate equation is then given by the following.

-- c-(Te) (neni)* -neni 1  (2.11)

where

n nj n -en i (2.12)

nr

TeJ ne 1.09 X 0' 10-20 Te -1 3 (2.13)

- Hinnov-Hirchberg recombination coefficient

The equilibrium concentrations are given by the Saha equation, namely.

ne L = 2 g 27mekTe 12 expI:_ (2.14)Sn. uil gn h2 ke

where g. is equal to the electron energy partition function and ci, the ionizational
energy. Since a singly ionized gas is considered, the electron and ion generation rates
are equal (he = i).

2.2. Energy Balance in the Vicinity of a Cathode

As a particular example of electrode-associated processes, we examine the energy
balance in the vicinity of a cathode. The equations describing the state of the plasma
including non-equilibrium and multi-temperature effects are presented. Referring to
Figure 1, the energy balance equations applicable to different regions are presented
along with the associated current flux equation. It is assumed that the cathode
material is catalytic and recombination processes within the material give rise to a
flux of neutrals into the Debye region and also to heat generation within the electrode.
A region, referred to as the "mushy" region, is identified in the electrode material
adjoining the plasma. In that region it is assumed that phase change processes, solid
to liquid, liquid to vapor and also solid to vapor, are expected to occur.

The energy equations are written specifically for each region shown in Figure 1. In
all regions the plasma is assumed to be non-neutral (n.#ni) and two-temperature
governed (T. * Ti).I2.2.1. Region 1 (solid)

The energy equation in the solid material is given by the well-known Stephan or
heat equation, namely.

"t = (,k - Eout) + Egen (2.15a)

or~s(



T olidCpdid at = V f solid VT) + (2.15b)
Pso~i~p~1 at solid

where E.t is the energy stored in the material, (in - bout), net energy transfer
through the material by conduction, and E.,, heat generated within the material due
to Joule heating.

The current flux is given by
0 -84oidg (2.16)

The energy input to the solid region is determined from an energy balance at the
surface y - 0. The energy balance yields namely,

[x301d aT 01lid 0= Xhy aTmay* 1 - + (2.17)

where Hm is the latent heat of fusion of the material

2.2.2. Region 2 (Mushy)

0 Region 2 is the "mushy" region where solid, liquid and gaseous .states may be
present simultaneously. The energy for the "mushy" region is similar to the energy
equation for the solid region except that an additional term is needed to account for
the energy associated with the material phase change, Q*(T). If the material is
assumed to "pure" then there will be no conduction across the mushy region. The
region will be at a uniform temperature because it is undergoing a phase change. If
the material is not considered "pure" then there can be conduction across the region

,*' becaust. there may be a small temperature gradient. The energy transfer in the mushy
A'- region is then given by the following model equation [Fasano and Primcerio 181],

which is in the nature of a modified Stephan equation.

PCMThy _2 (xmushyVT) +.L + '*(T) (2.18)

a t O'mushy

where

J = amuuhyr (2.19)

V and 7 mushy = omushy(T) - electrical conductivity of the mushy region which is
temperature dependent.

The two surfaces of the mushy region at y = 0 and y = yl, are not fixed. The
surface at y = 0 is allowed to recess into the solid material as melting occurs. Melting

* will occur in the region as long as the energy input to the region (at the surface y = Yj

and from Joule heating) exceeds the energy used in the phase transition plus the
energy removed to the solid region by conduction. If the energy inputs and outputs
are equal the boundary will not recede. The surface at y -y 1 will recede because of
the evaporation of material at the surface.

The energy input to the mushy region from the plasma is determined from an
energy balance evaluated at the surface y = yl, as shown in Figure 1. The cathode is
assumed to have a catalytic surface where incident ions and electrons recombine and
are re-emitted as neutrals. Thermionic emission may also occur if the cathode

Sj
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temperature is sufficiently high. It should be noted that the thermionically emitted
electrons provide an additional localized current which in turn produces an additional
localized Joule heating. The localized heating may lead to localized evaporation or to
the eruption of material. The overall energy balance equation is then as follows.

*+ cond =4p + rad+ Qsur (2.20)

where 4p is the net energy transfer to the surface from the plasma due to the kinetic
energy and potential energy of the particles, rad, the net radiation to the surface from
the plasma, Q~u, the energy generation at the surface due to recombination of ions
and electrons Q , the energy associated with phase change and, kond, energy
conducted into the mushy region.

2.2.3. Region 3 (Sheath)

The region immediately adjacent to the electrode and within a distance of the
order of Debye length (eD) of the surface is the sheath region. In this region, charge
separation occurs and a net negative charge exists because of an excess number of
electrons. The region is considered collisionless in the sense that only electron-neutral
and ion-neutral collisions are present. These collisions are included because of the

* large number of neutrals in the region. Since neutrals being emitted from the surface
do not experience a force from the fields, they tend to remain near the surface. They
are removed through diffusion driven by the concentration gradient. Al! other
collisions are assumed to be negligible.

The energy transfer to the surface from the plasma is from the collision of particles
on the surface. Since a cathode is being considered the particles of interest are the
ions. The energy of the particles is in two forms, the kinetic energy due to their
motion and the potential energy associated with moving charged particles through an

.: electric potential. The electric potential will tend to move the electrons away from the
electrode while accelerating the ions towards the electrode.

Since the interest is in particles that strike the surface, the velocity component
normal to the surface is the one of interest. The describing energy equations are given
by the following. [Mitchner and Kruger 19741

* The species heat-flux vector, -q., is

C22=s L , 2 , (2.21)

and the particle potentib'l energy, W,, is

Ws = -"'J ~dy (2.22)

where the electric potential o, is given by the following Poisson's equation.

*, The species current-flux vector, is, given by

is = f n. , C C1 f5 d 3c (2.24)

The distribution f, is determined from the Boltzmann equation, namely

O
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.2n. fl3 ) + (u9+ CA-_2 - (nsfs'I + D- - I na-(225

-f, a u q,
a C - ax sq k

where 41k is the rate of increase of the property of interest (mass, momentum, energy
or charge) due to collisions between particles of type s with particles of type k.

2.2.4. Region 4

Region 4 is similar to region 3, as they are both considered collisionless. The
describing equations are therefore the same for the two regions. Since this region is
outside of the sheath, it is expected to contain a greater number of ions than region 3.
The electron-neutral and ion-neutral collisions also become negligible because of a
large decrease in the number of neutrals in the region. The collision parameter *sk in
equation 2.25 is therefore equal to zero.

I

2.2.5. Regions 5 and 6

Regions 5 and 6 are assumed to be collision-dominated and can therefore be
described using the hydrodynamic approximation. Particle recombination is assumed
to absent in Region 5 because it is within a distance of the order of the recombination
length 4 of the electrode surface. The recombination is included in Region 6. The
resulting energy balance equations for Region 5 are as follows.

D i nekT,] + (j_ nekTejVIe = V + Te:Ve +T-e'e

2me- 3 (
m tehne 1- k Te - ThJ - e (2.26)

D 3

(nhkT h + inhkThV'ih = -V.h + rh:V-lh +ji.'9iDt22

2me..

rhe]1 2 Th TeJ fh (2.27)

where

au,
-":-a N3 ; nh = n i + nn ; m n fm i " mh

The energy equations for Region 6 are given by the following. The recombination
energy is included in the electron energy equation.

6h



n. .. kT. .+ . .+ ] . ..kTe. .i.. .] V = V - .e,

T2me 3 (
+ T.e VV. + J e 'e - ehne " k Te Th

mh 2 ~

-Re (2.28)

D nhk~ + -1nhkThV~h = -Vcdt~qh + Th:Vuh +'Tfl

2m, Thenh -" k Th - TeJ - h (2.29)

* :2.2.7. Region 7 (Free Stream)

In the free stream region, the various gradients are assumed to very small
compared to the other terms and are neglected. The rate of change of energy within
the system is equal to the generated energy from Joule heating minus the energy lost
from radiation, recombination and collisions. The energy equations can therefore be
simplified as follows.

n. kTe + = me ,hn,!k Te-Th) -I e (2.30)
a e ~2 e1j ee Mh 2

n, } _ m- 3 I ( 1
a" nhkTh =L.ei T'2Dnk
t 2J M he 2 h  e - (2.31)

Je = al El + (7. Ei + oH  X e (2.32)

3. PROPOSED SCHEME FOR UTILIZATION OF THE MODEL

The vicinity of an electrode, in particular the cathode, in an MPD thruster is
• *. considered according to the simplified model presented in Figure 2. The geometry and
-'. ~ the flow rate of propellant are considered fixed. The thruster is then expected to be

operated at two current levels, namely a low current level in which the plasma is
partially ionized and a high current level at which the plasma is nearly fully ionized.

The objective is to establish a methodology for determining the plasma properties
in the cathode vicinity and for relating changes in such properties with respect to
current to the occurrence of onset conditions.
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The describing equations for the model are considered in two forms, a collision-
dominated plasma and a collisionless plasma. The sheath and free-fall zones are
considered as collisionless, since they fall within a distance less than one mean free
path ((e) from the electrode surface. Plasma that is located at Y > ,e is considered
as collision dominated plasma. For the purposes here Regions 3, 4 and 5 from Figure 1
are considered, that is the plasma within the recombination length of the cathode
surface.

Assumptions:

1. One dimensional model (normal to the cathode surface).

2. Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics apply to the particles.

3. Isotropic properties.

4. Negligible convection.

5. Negligible magnetic field (induced and/or applied).

6. Cathode absorbs all incident species (ions are reemitted as neutrals).

7. Monoenergtic particles (ions and thermionic electrons).

8. Thermionic electrons are emitted at the cathode temperature.

9. No recombination or ionization occurs in y < eR .

10. The energy of the thermionic (beam) electrons is negligibly small in the collision
dominated region.

11. Collisions are included for the region e,e < Y < 4,.
12. Diffusion neglected in the y < ,,e.

3.1. Govering Equations

3.1.1. Collisionless Region

• The sheath and free-fall regions are considered to contain a collisionless plasma,
that is, no interparticle collisions occur within these regions. The total energy of each
particle is therefore constant since energy cannot be gained or lost by a particle
without a collision. Three species of particles are considered, positive ions, plasma
electrons and thermionic (or beam) electrons. Neutral particles will also be present.

The solution procedure is to solve for the number density of each species using the
energy and continuity equations and then use Poissons equation to solve for the
electric field (E) and the electric potential (q). Once the electric potential is
determined, the number densities and and velocities of each species can be determined.

Electrons produced by thermionic emission at the cathode surface are accelerated
through the region by the electric field. Their total energy is composed of two parts,
the particle kinetic energy and the potential energy in the form:

Mm
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1 2Eb -T mbvb _ eO = constant (3.1)

The beam electrons are assumed to be emitted with temperatures equal to the cathode
temperature (T.). The initial beam electron energy is therefore:

EC =1mbvbo. -kTw (3.2)
2 2

Using equations 3.1 and 3.2, the beam electron energy can be written in the form:

1 mbVb2 ff e(Oc - 0) + E, (3.3)

which shows that the kinetic energy is equal to the change in potential energy plus the
initial kinetic energy. The initial kinetic energy is expected to be very small compared
to the other terms but is retained to prevent a possible singularity from occuring at
the electrode surface (0 = Oc). The potentials are used as absolute values
(0 = I -4 , Oc = I-€J). The flux of beam electrons within the region is continuous,
since no ionization or recombination occurs. The continuity equation yields:

Jb = enbvb (3.4)

Solving equations 3.3 and 3.4 for the number density, nb yields:

," "Jb (mb'
nb = -J- lle (lc - ) 1 c (3.5)

The thermionic emission current is assumed to be dependent only on the cathode
temperature and material and is given by the empirical relationship:

5040 0
Jb = (pA) T12 0 T (3.6)

where pA and V are material properties and T is the electrode temperature in degrees
Kelvin [Smithells 19521. For the purposes here, the effect of space charge on
thermionic emission has been neglected, that is, a space charge in the vicinity of the
cathode acting either to enhance or to inhibit the electron emission is neglected.

The ions are assumed to be monoenergetic with an initial kinetic energy of !mivio2
* 2

at the plane where they enter the collisionless region (y ,e). The ion energy
equation can be written as:

mivi2 - eO = Ejo (3.7)
S..

where E1o is the initial ion energy at y =ej

E* Eio = miVio2 - e(2 (3.8)

or

Eo = e~o  (3.9)

• •where o is the equivalent potential drop for the ion to obtain the energy Eo. From

equations 3.7 and 3.9 the ion velocity can be determined as:

01
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The ion distribution is continuous due to the absence of collisions and continuity
*i yields:

Ji - enivi -= eniovio (3.11)

where nio and vi. represent the ion number density and velocity at the plane where the
ions enter the collisionless region at y = e,e" Solving for ni yields:

.n- - { {o + (3.12)

The plasma electrons are assumed to be Maxwellian particles. The number density
is given by:

no = ne2exp - + Eeo (3.13)
kTe

* where EeO is the electron kinetic energy at the free-fall edge y = i,e, the potential

energy is eO2, and the number density is ne2. The energies are related such that:

Eeo - e 2  --- 0 (3.14)

Equation 3.13 can be rewritten as:

n, = ne2 exp e (0 - 0 2 ) (3.15)

NThe electron current in the collisionless region is considered in two parts. The electrons
that move towards the cathode with initial energies, Eeo < e(O c - 0 2) are repelled and
return to the collision dominated region. The electrons with Eeo _ e(O c - k2) cross
the collisionless region and strike the cathode. These high energy electrons make up
the electron current je.

j- { n 0exp (3.16)Je 4 kT e

The solution of Poisson's equation in the sheath region will be different from the
solution in the free-fall region because of charge separation within the sheath.
Poisson's equation is used to solve for the electric potential distribution (€).

Substituting the particle number densities into Poisson's equation yields:

PIP

A,

,' r ', , , . ..
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p [n - n - Zb) 
(3.17)

dy 2  Eo

or

dY'2  f0  e 2ee 
2

_ no xp -. e(O_ - 2)/
3.)

Since 35',ji, and the guessed value of ¢c are known constants, equation 3.18 can be
Si c 

di, nd 
and thee 

boundary d c nit on

integrated once using the integrating factor T and the given boundary conditions

*0 = 03 and E = E3 at y = 4D to yield:

+ !-{(e (Oc ) + Ec) [e c3)3+ Ec}r

kTe -ex p e 4
+ eo- \ -k~j e x kT7 3.

Poisson's equation can be used again to write equation 3.19 in the form:

E d=d - 'li-y, + 0

+ 4Jb -- r031 ++ 
Ejr

kTe -6 
+6 Ed 3  2 (.0

2Neo ex -xp

kTe -exp 
kT e  

(.0

1 11 1
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(3.21)

Jb Mb
S=b -2 (3.22)

N neoe (e '1
N, C exp I (3.23)

Equation 3.20 can then be numerically integrated to determine the electric potential
distribution within the sheath. Once the potential is determined, the number densities
of each species, the electric field and the space charge can be determined using
equations 3.5, 3.12, 3.13, and 3.17 respectfully.

A separate equation is needed to determine if the guessed value of Oc is correct.
This equation is obtained by performing a force balance on the ions. This yields

0 - equation 3.24 which has a resemblance to Ohms law for a plasma with collisions.

-mi ji i dji ji dni
E = - - - (3.24)e e3  ni 2  dy ni dy

which can be simplified for the case at hand where ji = constant, to yield

E mi ji 2 dni (3.25)
e3 ni3 dy

The derivation of equation is given in appendix I. A new value for Oc is obtained by
appling equations 3.20 and 3.25 at the cathode surface. This procedure is repeated,
starting again from y == ,, until the guessed and calculated values of Oc are within a
chosen tolerance.

The solution of Poisson's equation is simplified within the free-fall region due to the
absence of charge separation, that is pC being constant. The value of pC is determined
by the charge at the edge boundary (y = ,e)- Poisson's equation can be integrated
once to yield:

E- .- E = E2 - PC e,,- y (3.26)
dy E

* Oand integrated again to yield:

,r... --- E2 , -y

+ y 4 ,eti,e Y + 62 (3.26)f o  2

0~%
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3.1.2. Collision Dominated Region

The governing equations for the collision dominated region are given by the
hydrodynamic plasma equations. These equations are applicable when the number of
collisions within the plasma are sufficiently large so that average properties can be
assigned to the plasma properties. The equations are further simplified here for the
one dimensional case. The derivation of these equations can be found in a number of
references such as Mitchner and Kruger[1974].

Charge density

=e (ni-ne-nb (3.28)

Current density

J - ji + Jb -J. (3.29)

is = enU (3.30)

is = ensUe (3.31)

]b = enbUb (3.32)

Poisson's equation

-dE = (3.33)
dy 2  dy e

State

P =k (n.T + nbTb + (n1 + n )Th) (3.34)

Ohm's law (first approximation)

j = E (3.35)

Energy

dj dTe e 2m, 3 '
-y [IE U'd ehn 2k ITe Th (3.36)

0.-

dTh =jE -e n + - (3.37)

dy dy J mh

Diffusion
..4

:A

ImqI

- I
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U. E'+"k T "d +n Te (3.38)ene yd

ud -h E - k Th d + ni (3.39)eni yd

Un -An { Th -L n fl (3.40)

e, 1' d

Ub - -Mb E + k Tb ir (3.41)en b  d

These equations are used to solve for the variables ne, hi, ha, nb, To, Th, je ji, Pc , Ui,
Us, Un, Ub, E and 4.

The characteristic length scales are given by the equations:

4',e 1 (3.42)
neQie

where Qj. is the collisional cross-section. The sheath thickness is determined using the
Child-Langmuir law [Chen 1965].

3

eD2 me- 9" 7r 1 V;" (3.43)

where

q = ( (3.44)• kTe

Alternatively, or the following equation can be used.

CO [ e-- 1 
(3.45)he n2 e 2

The sheath thickness is equal to the larger of the two values for eD from equations 3.43

and 3.45.

01%
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4. PLANNED SOLUTION PROCEDURE

The overall solution procedure is outlined in the flow chart in Figure 3. The
general solution is found by using the solutions for each of the regions. The governing
equations are solved for each region starting with the collision-dominated region and
proceeding towards the cathode surface. The parameter values at the boundaries are
determined by the preceding region and are used as the beginning boundary conditions
for the next region. The process is repeated until the estimated values for collisionless
region potential drop and beam electron number density agree with the calculated
values. Once convergence is achieved, the distributions of the various parameters can
be studied.

Four test cases are expected to be examined. They are for combinations of high
and low current density levels and high and low cathode temperatures. It is expected
that estimation of distributions of the critical parameters can be determined by
examining the results of these four cases.

AN . . .

16 L
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Description

B magnetic field

-e particle velocity in laboratory reference frame

peculiar particle velocity

applied electric field

body force on particle

current flux

q heat flux

-il mass velocity

diffusion velocity in fluid reference frame

CP specific heat

e electron charge

E energy

*E electric field (1-D)

h Planck constant

j current density (1-D)

*k Boltzmann constant

m mass

M gas molecular weight

n number density

P pressure

Q* phase change energy

R radiation energy

T temperature

e-p:
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t time

v velocity (1-D)

W potential energy

x position

I general electric field

tCi ionization potential

CO permittivity constant

'1 viscosity

,\, X' thermal conductivity

C ¢ electric potential
$

-cT thermal diffusion

p density

or electrical conductivity

P mobility

Tk mean collision frequency of type s particles with type k particles

r shear stress

particle charge

*'D Debye length

le mean free path

Subscripts

b thermionic (beam) electrons

c cathode

cond conduction

e electron

"! i ion

-1 w 4mIL PAPA11
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k species of type k

mushy mushy region

n neutral

o reference state

s species of type s

rad radiation

solid solid material region

sur surface

Iparallel to magnetic field

_ perpendicular to magnetic field

H mutually perpendicular to magnetic and electric fields

c, 3, "y directions

O free stream value

1 boundary y = eR

2 boundary y = ee

3 boundary y = eD

Definitions

B
( lT1/2

C,= mean particle speed I

g' = + xg

*: :'Ape

nee

f,= velocity distribution function

P, nsrn1 = species density
6

- i .*@- * 9s
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p - p5
P S

rk= reduced mass - m1 mk

= generation rate of species s

R recombination length = {D. 2
3nIXJ

lPe D/i De
D a = ambipolar diffusion coefficient - +

Pe + Pi

D i  ion diffusion coefficient = k ii

e

kTe

De = electron diffusion coefficient - ie
e

iPe = electron mobility = e
'i-- Me Tell

i = ion mobility Pa_ en + Pi

P VeH P Pie

* e
Pin -

Min "in

e
Pie -

PS

c
e meanfreepath

Dt Ot

D_ I _ - **, _)_ + ,. V( )
Dt ,tt.

=mo
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APPENDDI

A relationship between current and electric field for a collisionless region can be
developed as follows. The total current is given by

where the electron and beam currents are constant for a given cathode temperature
and collisionless region electric potential drop.

_5040 lb

Jb= (pA) T'1O T (1.2)

*e neo I 8kTe feJ-Ie(O. - 2 ) (1.3)
* J 4  JexP kTe

i= enivi (1.4)

A force balance on the ion yields

F E=mdv1  dvi (1.5)
dt d

Substituting for vi yields

E=M i In (1.6)
2e 3 n dy

or

-i ji dji ji dn1 i
e3  n1

2  dy ni dy(17

'at
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R
qsolid q pr

F~ qrad

sur

* y=O Y=Yl
--* Y

Figure 1. Schematic of model for energy balance in the vicinity
of a cathode of a MPD engine in the absence of an
applied magnetic field. (1) solid conductor; 2)
conductor hi "mushy" state; (3) Debye region; 4
collisionless region outside sheath; (5) Region within a
recombination length; (6) thermal boundary layer; (7)
free stream.
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eji

V T

sur

*Y
Y=O

Figure 2. Schenatic of a simplified modlel.
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Planned Solution Procedure

Set System Parameters
j, Tc, M, P

n e. niO T e0 T.c

Calculate Recombination
Length I R

Step I Grid Point

a,..e

*Fiur 3. Solution procedure.
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,€yes

Establish Boundary Conditions
for Collisionless Region at y= Iie

A

Estimate Potential Dropi I (02 -0c)

Step I Grid Point

., Solve Free-Fall Region Equations
nln .nO lV, E,

, Calculate Sheath Thickness

62
D

L ' no y

* yes

Set Sheath Boundary
Conditions at Y=11

Figure 3. Continued
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[Step I Grid Point]

Solve Sheath Region Equations
n ne n i , n b V i . Vb , E , ,

n noo n V

- ,t yes

[Calculate E From Ecj/o"

Compare E From Both Solutions

yes Nedt

Calculate Change in Collision- Dominated
Region From Beam Electrons

3.

Figure 3. Continued
V
6,
.1



Modify
Collision- Dominated n

Region for Beam Mod ification<
Electron Influence Tolerance

Output Results

Sto

Figure 3. Concluded
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STABILIZ.AMLI ITY ANALYSIS OF MPD TiRUSTERS

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main ,onicerns of the control theory for systems governed by partial

differential equations, is whether or not the system is stable, if unstable, how the

system could be stabilized by applying a proper set of control inputs to the system.

A These systems which are often called distributed parameter systems, are represented

by a set of states which are functions of time arid spatial coordinate(s). At each

instance of time, every state of the system has a distribution on the spatial plane (i.e.

the state belongs to an infinite-dimension functional space). However, for finite
4

dimensional systems governed by a set of ordinary differential equations, a state is

defined by a scaler at every instance of time. For finite dimensional systems Lyapunov

stability theorem has become an important vehicle in derivation of stability analysis of

dynamics of the system. This approach attempts to make statements about stability

of motion of a dynamic system without any knowledge of the solutions to its governing

equations.

Although the development of Lyapunov's stability theorem for ordinary differential

equations has been widely investigated, its application to solutions of partial

differential equations (distributed parameter systems) has been limited. Many stability

results for distributed parameter systems have been derived by use of approximation

methods. These methods, in general, use reduction of the partial differential equations

by discretization i11 or by a truncation of the modal expansion '2,3 to a finite large

order set of ordinary differential equations. Such approaches may not give suflicient
%11

4 " ' " ' "" " " -"" " "".""- - -" " "'% % '



conditions for svsten stiability. .Another ad valitage of La'va pnov s illethod over

approximate methods is tha I layapninov' stability theorem c an be applied to both

linear and nonlinear systems.

The attempt to apply Lvapunov's method to partial differential equation (PI)

was mlade bv Massera and Zbil)ov -4,5. Massera derived sufficient conditions for

stability of equilibrium solutions (steady states) of system of PDE. The generalization

of Lyapunov's stability theorem based on the existence of a Lyapunov functional was

established by Zubov. He derived necessary and sufficient condition for the stability of

invariant set of dynamical systems in general metric spaces. The application of

*Lyapunov stability theorem based on the work of Zubov has been investigated by

several authors. lsi. 61 applied this theory to a nuclear reactor system. Wang j7]

considered the stability of those evolution equations whose solutions involve a

senfigroup property. There are also many other applications which utilize Lyapunov,..

functions directly to study special problems 8,91. A completely rigorous and abstract

approarh to the theory of' Iyapinnov stability for infinite dimensional system was

4t u(lied by 10 ild I I . Stability study of a ei quilibritii solution of a magneto-

plasma-dyna imic (Mtll)) syste for the special case, where the plasma equilibrium

* vlocity Is zcro was addressedl by the authors 12 . l)llring the past budget year. the

-tlidty has been focused on the problem or controlling the g elral equilibrium state of

DNI f) thrij ter-. Moreove r. lh, r . l,irOlient s for stabilitv of a general e(liibrium ztate

of the %vstetl %ith a MiOiMl pertijrrbation is derived. This analysis provides the

fouindation for developnelt of" r e,, coirnrl ,oltrol irnputs whih guarantee stability of I lie

A rgli i nt '4 donltps the rfr, n, 'u, tinihr.

*1I
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.IPD system perturbed front a general equilibrium state. The problem of

stabilizability which is tied to the controllability property of a distributed parameter

system has been studied in general by j131 and 1141 in Hilbert and Banach spaces,

respectively. Applications of these studies on specific systems are investigated by 15

and 16 for wave equations with boundary and internal control problems. The

generalized approach to the problem is investigated and the results are presented in

the following sections.

V... Section 2 presents some inimninum mathematical preliminary background related to

the treatment of the problem. The focal point in this section is to give the notion of

equivalent norm and a theoretical basis of why the bilinear functional (i.e. Lyapunov

functional) can be regarded as an equivalent norm. In section 3 the semigroup

properties of solutions of systems of PDE's is studied, while in section 4 the

significance and the relation or these properties to stability conditions is presented. In

section 5 the simple models of MPD thrusters, as it is studied in {171 and 118?, is

derivv(d. The control of equilibrium states of the MPI) system, represented by the

models to avoid siigularity at choking and stability conditions for the convergence of

perturbation to the eq ilibrimn state have been studied and presented in sections 6

-. and 7, respectively.

The report is conrcuded by pr senting two possible approaches, based on the theory

S of characteristics and ',,](lclion of some energy function, which could lead to Ihe

determination of genirad svt eim stabilizability reqiireeiiits. These approaches ran be
V -

regarded as basis for ,timre research in applying the stabilizability and controllability

th V.0  PP systemn.
.4.

0'.

-- . . ' . .
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2. PiELIMINARIES

This section provides the mathematical basis and preliminaries for the following

sections. The objective is to provide the readers with a quick review of the required

Vi definitions and theorems.

Definition: Let X be a vector space over real or complex field F. A norm on X

denoted by )1- i is a real-valued function on X with the following properties:

a) lix 11>0 if x*O and I1x 11-0 for x-O forall xcX

c) x + y <i 1X1 + 1yII . for x and y E X

Norms can be constructed in different ways.

if

x = ix I 1=1,2...n.:

Then for infinite dimensional space X, n --- the following is defined.

. n. I/P

= norm i XiP  < 0C, and ' > I

r norm = o,,
ll~~rlll u I x,'II _ X 2  C'

''2 norm Ifll Ir (t) , f(t)( functional space X

LP, L, norm are defined corrmspondingly.

4 ,r~c -
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Based on the deflinition used for the norm, different types of normed linear spaces

'can be specified. The two riost commonly used norlned spaces are Hilbert and Banach

spaces. Hilbert space is a normed linear space with the norm being defined as 11'1lL, or

11. Respectively, Banach spaces are defined with 11'11 or 1I111j norms.

Lyapunov stability theory evaluates the stability with respect to a norm. This

theory is concerned primarily with dissipative property of operators, which can be

related to inner product property of the space of state variables. Therefore the

natural space for stability analysis would be space with inner product norm (i.e.

Hilbert space). However, for the study of stability in general Banach space, norm can

' be defined in term of semi-inner product. Since the stability properties are invariant

tinder equivalent norms, the related definition and theorems are given in the following.

Definition: Let H, with norm I1.112 = < .,. >1 and H2 with norm ll*11 .,. >2 be

[filbert spaces consisting of the elements of a linear vector space H and the given

- norms. The inner products are called equivalent if and only if their induced norms are

equal. [fence by this notion of equivalent norm, as will be seen later, one can preserve

the stability properties from one Hilbert space into another Hilbert space with

* equivalent norms.

Linear Functional: Every funclionail T x -- is called a linvar functional provided:

*i 0, x -, x, X (C 1R (Banach Space)

T[(X 2) + "i'(X2) '(XI ±X9I)

T(aYx) -(IrT(X)

"e- T(01 (

A linear functional T is hounded if

!or
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IITII = Iu

Riesz Representation Theorem:

Every bounded linear funitonal in a lilbert space H can be written in the form

<x,yo> where yogi- is uniquely determined from T(x).

T(x) = < x, yo > /xfH

Lax-Milgram Theorem:

Let H be a Hilbert space and let B(x,y) be a complex valued functional defined on

* the product Hilbert space H , H which satisfies the following conditions:

i. Sesqui-linearity, i.e.,

, B (ct1x, + (k2 X,),y I ()rB(xt,y) + (12B(X2 ,Y)

and

, 13 ~x, (f 1y1 ~± + '2Y2) -- 1(x, Yi) + 72 1(x,y 2)

where l1, J32 are complex conjugates of l,, 012 respectively.

ii. Boundedness, i.e., there exists a positive constant -y such that

IB(x,v)l < ylxI[Ilyll

iii. Positivity, i.e., there exists a positive constant 6 such that

13(x,x) > hx lx2

Then there exists a uniqiiely deterinined bounded linear operator SL(HIt) with a

bounded linear inverse S IL(l1,l )such that

.xv - '= B(x,Sv); IISI < 1/

and

4V V
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,x, y> = l3(x,y); 1Is III <

This theorem can be used in relation with equivalent inner products and norms.

Theorem: Two inner products defined on a real linear vector space H are equivalent if

and only if there exists a symmetric bounded positive definite linear operator SIL(H,1l)

such that

-/xvo = <:X,syA> 1

where the indices indentify the inner product in Hilbert spaces I and 2. From the fact

that B(x,y) = <x, Sy> = <x.y> 2, is sesqui-linear, bounded and positive due to the

properties of S, it follows that <x.y>, satisfies all the properties of an inner product.

Hence the norms defined by these inner products are equivalent. Application of the0e

equivalent norms, yields derivation of the stability properties of the general operators

(A) in differential equations of the form

K = Ax,

from the knowledge of the properties of the operator A. The concept of equivalent

inner products can be extended to complex Hilbert spaces.

-0
'S.
0X
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3. SEMI-GROUPS AND AlSTl{A('T EVALUATION EQUATIONS

Finite order systems can be described by a set of ordinary differential equations.

The simplest systems are linear autonomus systems which can be formulated by

v = Av v(O) = V" (3-1)

where v: O,Tj -+ 4't is the solution or the system which is a vector of continuously

differentiable functions. The miatrix A is a linear operator which acts on vR': (n-

dimensional vector space). or A(f (:R). For Vo Jt, v = eAt vo is the homogeneous

solution which satisfies

S- (eAtv 0) = AeAtvo = A(v)
• (it

where

eA =l+A + + .... +-K +.
2! A!

Usually external effects such as body forces can be modeled into the above mentioned

system by a vector valued function g t iOT] --

v = Av + g(t) v(0) = Vo (3-2)

Then the solution is

t

v(t,) = eAtvo + f eA tt-,) g(,),ls (3-3)

Usually the excitation term g(t) can be represented in terms of a vector valued (input,)

function u(t) : OTj -. " with g(t,) = Bu(t) where B : 'T/ j P fn

Abstract Equations:

In the case of distributed parameter systems, the mathematical description is

usually given by a set of partial differential equations. In order to generalize the

results froni the li1ni e-diinl sioua] systeC ins, the set of partial differential equations can

"J4 d" ' / " " ' '"" """" ' " - """- - " - """-. . " " - " . .. . " -. .." "- -. . .- " . ....
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be transformed into abstract form of equations (3-1) and (3-2). The state of system v

belongs to some Banach space B or more commonly, to a Hilbert space H. In this case

the abstract equations represent a set of infinite-dimensional states and the operator A

can no longer be treated as a bounded operator. Because it is a differential operator.

For finite-dimensional systems the following properties are considered.

(a) v(O;vo) = v. (i.e. state at time 0. starting with initial data vo)

(b) v(t, + t,; vo) = vI tI; v( t2; ',) -J V I t 2; v(tI; V.)

(c) v(t,vo) is continuous in t and v0 (i.e. if one of them changes slightly, then the

* solution should not be changed drastically).

Based on abstraction of the above conditions, the following definition can be given.

Definition:

A (strongly continuous) semigroup is an operator T(t): R + - (V), where

l' (V) is the space of all bounded operators on V into V. The following properties

characterize a semigroup

* (a) T(o) = I

(b) T(tl + t 2 ) - T(tl)T'(t 2 )

(c) limn T(t)v -- v. for all %- V (i.e. T is strongly continuous at t' 0).

"I

'Theorern:

Let T(t) he a sernigrout) on t to J' (V), where V is a Banach Space, then

P ~k~ ~IIjI.~%'~I
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(a) 11T(t)1 is bounded on every cor pact interval of '0, (<)I such that IIT(t)I <- \ 7 e t for

some M, CAXJl

% (b) T(t) is strongly continuous, on '0, o- .

Definition: The infinitesimal generator of a strongly continuous semnigroup T(t) is

defined by A. when

A., A = Lirl "- (T(t)v-v)
?, t - 0 t- -

V v E D(A) C V

It should be noted that in general, A, will be aii unbounded operator. The operator A

* is closed (i.e. its range and domain coverage to some element of their respective

spaces), and its domain covers the closure of space V (i.e. it is dense in V).

Theorem: Let T(t) be a .sl ro)gl con tinious seinigroup on a Banach space V with

infinitesimal generator A. If v,, ( D(A), then

(a) T(t) v0 c D(A) for t --0

(b) -(T(t)v,) = A(T(t ) v,)) T(t) AV, t>0)
dt

(r) -I- (T(t) v.)= Ak(T(t) vj) T(t)A' v) for v, D(A )(
t

l).

,., t,:

(I

'. (d) T(t)vo - vo - f T(s)Av,, Is; tA>)

(e) D(A n) is dense in V for 11 1. 2 .... nd A is closed.

Ftor finite dimensional systen, Laplace transforini ol' (\I H I,(et) (SI-A) 1. This 'an

be generalized to sernigrotips by the following proposition



Proposition: If T(t) is a ;trongly continuous semigroup with infinitesimal generator A,

then Re(s) > w for sf p(A)

where, p(A) = resolvent set of A is defined by

p(A) = s;(SI-A) fJ (V); bounded linear operator on'

Note that c& is given by

&2= lnf wilT(t)ll < \Ie't; M, w(R

Hille-Yoshida Theorem:

• If:

(a) A is a closed linear operator on V such that D(A) is dense in V.

(b) (XI-A) ' exists for X>w where X,w'.

-(c) l(XI-A)-Mll . -> : ii 1, 2,.

then A generates a strongly continuous semigroup T(t) with the norm IIT(t)ll < Me" .

Definition: Consider sirongly continuous sernigroup T(t) with

SIIT(t)lI <_ Ne- 't  M >0, (A < ccx

if w--O then iIT(t)ll < M and T(t) is called an equi-bounded semi-group with t > 0.

A Definition: For equi-bounded senigroup when NI 1,

IIT(t)ll < 1, t > 0

then T(t) is called contraction seuiigrou p.

In the stability theory of seinigroups the cotitraction semigroups are very

important. These contraction senigroul)s are closely related to the dissipative

mu....

V *Ot~ ~{(\
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property or infinitesimal generator A or the seinigroup T. To study dissipative

property of operator A one needs to apply it to inner products, hence Hilbert space

would be a natural space for the study of dissipative property of operators.

Definition: An operator A defined on D(A) C H (Hilbert Space) is dissipative if

Re<Av, v) < 0 for every vl)(;\).

Phillips and Lurner Theorem

Let A be a linear operator with domain D(A) and range of A IRan (A)l both in the

Hilbert Space H where D(A) = H (i.e. domain of A denses in H), then A generates a

* contraction semigroup on H if and only if A is dissipative with respect to the inner

product defined on H, also Ran(1-A) -- It.

-The proof is avoided as in earlier theorems, however, it should be mentioned that if

the hypothesis of the above theorem holds, then one can derive

.. , 11I < X - I(XI-A) -

for all X > 0, hence the Htille-Yoshida theorem could be used. Namely, by setting M

-- 1, wc=-0 one can find

* IIT(t)! <- Me' t  1

Which is the fact that the operator A generates a contraction senigroup.

This result car) be generalized to Banach Spaces if a Senii-inner pro(luct is used for
0

inner product.
d.

,,..

(orollary: If A is a closed li1-, ir operator with (lense domain in H, then A generates aI,

contraction semigroup if and only if A and A' are dissipative. Note: A* is the adjoint

operator of ; given by:

0

L..%
MONe" ,- ., .',,- ", r.,r,.",- " " ' " "' "'€'" "g " ",'' " . ,'m
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S.x,Ay> = <Ax,y>

So far the theory has covered the properties of an operator A with regard to

semigroups. In general evolution equation, operator A can represent a hyperolic or

parabolic problem. However the specific problem which will be considered here is a

-. hyperbolic system of the class

v = L'V v (L2(Q),Eo)

The states form an Euchidean vector space (i.e. v is a vector valued function)

where each element of the vector forms a function which belongs to infinite

dimensional Hilbert space defined on one dimensional spatial region (domain)
@

Q xc{O,( 1. The operator L is similar to the operator A discussed before, and is

"¢4. unbounded with specific form:

Lv = A )v+ B
iax

It is possible to establish the solution of this system of evolution equations in terms

of sernigroups using a theorem to be seen later. The solutions of this general system,

depending on the conditions specified by the theorem, can result in either groups or

semigroups.

6

d.
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4. STABIL ITY ANALYSIS FOPR IJSTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS

In general, stability theory is an attempt to make some assessments about the

motion of a system without apriori knowledge of the solutions to its governing dynamic

equation. This phenomena which is an intrinsic property of a system in a heuristic

sense is related to boundedness of the motion of the system about some prescribed

regions. In order to define stability property for a generalized dynamical system, it is

appropriate to give definitions of such systemns and their invariant sets.

Definition: Let C be a closed subset of a ('oniplhete met ric space. A dynamical system

on C is a family of maps S suci that the following conditions hold:

4

. (a) For any finite value of v(O), the vector f'i i' ion v1t, v(O)) is defined for all

t (-c0, +oo) and v(O, v(O)) = v(O).

(b) The vector function v(t, v(O)) is continious in the 'iggregate of its arguments.

(c) For all values of t and r;

',(t + r. v(O)) = V(t. v(r, v(O)))

Hlence it can be seen that in general a dynamical system forms a nonlinear group S

on C. For a dynamical system on C, the positive semi-orbit through v is the set

:.. /) = I s(t)v:t > 0

This set defines the trajectory of solution with respect to initial condition v. The

metric on the spare ( can be assigned as the norm between two states v t' and vit' as:

where v for a (list rihiilt e(! I)r:rine ter systerni is a set of real valued functions at, time t.

IR



vt Vjt, X) i=I ..n and x =spatial c-oordinate

or

cv It = S(t) V.

when d Jv (,,v~ I~ = 0) the state functions are identical.

Definition: An equilibrium state v,,, of a dynamical system is an element of the state

space C such that d(S(t)v,,,. V~q) 0 for all t > 0. Fhe set of all equilibrium states

will be called the equilibrium set 6

Definition: An invariant set of' dynamical system is a subset K C C such that for any

initial state vo (1K, the trajectory v =S(t)y,, for all t > 0 remains in the set K, i.e., if

v0 f K, (v 5 (t) v,)) (: K. For example I v~q and 6' are invariant sets of the system.

The distance (metric) of a state v from an invariant set K is defined by

~ d(v.IK) = if (](v,,v')
v' K

D~efinition: An invariant. set 1K of a dynamical systemi is stable with metrics d, if for

every E> 0 there exists a 6(c-,1,,) such that if d(v 0, K) < 6i((, t0 ) then d(S(t) v., K) <c

*for all t> to

The invariant set is asymptotically stable if dI(S(t)v0 , 1K) 0 as t +(0

* Stability Theorem for Dist ribtited Parameter System

Ziibov Theorem L: necessary and sufficient condlition for an invariant set K of a

dlistributed parameter dynamical1 system v dlefined ont space C to be stable is that

thiere exists a real Fiuctional 1,(v ) hiaving the following properties:

'4.

0~0
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ja) L(v) is definetd for all t _ ) and all in some region with d(v,K) < r.

(b) For each sufficiently small real rji > 0 there exists a real T/2 > 0 such that

L(v) > r1 for d(vK) > r/1l, i.e. L(v) is positive definite with respect to the norm

"." II II-
i'd

(c) - L(v) < 0 for t > 0, i.e. L(v(t)) :s non-increasing with respect to all t > to, for
dt

d(v, K) < 6, where ,) is a suficiently small positive number.

.Zubov's Theorem (II): An invariant set of K of a dynamic system on space C is

asymptotically stable if and only if there exists a real functional L(v) having the0
"£ properties (a), (b). (c) of theorem I and,

d
(d ) d Idv) - 0 as - x.. provided that d(v 0 , K) < h. where ho is a sufficiently

dt

small real positive ,numb)(er.

Remark: In he Zubov Theoremi, the assumption that the solutions v satisfy the

properties of a dynanjical sysitin is rne( ded to prove the necessary part of the theorem.

For the general system, the existence of Lvapunov functional provides the sufficiency

* (Condit ion.

*. . Stability of Hlomogeneous Lii ,a r 'Ystems

.-€,. Consider lie a bstract lii,;ir evolution equation of the previous section:

v .\ (0) v(-1)

where the operation A getnrates a seniroup T(t) on lianach Space ,. For this

,y,4ereroe cvan defier a st ronqer criterion for t he stab)ility ly defining the notIon of

exponential st ahbility.

-W
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Definit ion: The system with tOhw above evohltion equation (4-1) is exponentially stable

if there exists real positive N1 and ., such that
j 'IlT tl < Xe +,t .o

Note that exponential stability implies asymptotic stability but the converse is iot

always true.

Clearly a linear system is exponentially stable if and only if its spectrum (7(A) is

contained in the left half of complex plane such that

%. Su p Re o(A) < 0

where spectrum is defined.V'

MA) = X: Xl-A)v = 0. which implies (XI-A) is not one one

Hence -A. <. 0 can be choseni i, ,;II Re t\ ) and II'met)II K \e - t

*L~k~i, Because some operators (o iot have eigetivalues then spectral analysis of operators

in determination of their spectrum is not always achievable. In these cases the

Lyapinov method can be adopted to analyse the stability of tile solutions.

5i Lyapunov Method for Stability of Linear Systems

Let operator A in the evoliition equation (4-1) l)e generator of a. semigroup T(t),

then the null solution of (I-I is ;asyinptotically stable if there exists a Lapnn<ov

functional L(v) such tha 1(%-) 0 rid I (v) < - 1.1 2 for v(D)(A).

If thle 11I11 is a Ihilbert , - orii it Di)(A) 11, the, Any a t ipunov functional with

hilinear form I,: (H.1i) - R. hy L.ax-muilgrari theoreni can he iia(le into an inner

product of the form, , i\ W) --- v, -SW-, WhIe is syrilineitric real tu,,ll ed

operator.
-A
02 - < ' ,.1-a .,:¢'''"'-. -" I-+ "??-.'' .;.--K.',' '.'_',-.-'.-., .':,:,;,,,.~ , ,
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Hence an equivalent norm can he defined 1IV 112 =<v, v> 2 = <v, Sv> and

(,, v, v> < IIIl < <V,V. V,>.

BY this equivalence rela ion. the existence of Lyapunov functional would lead into

existence of operator S with aforementioned properties. Then the resulting Lyapunov

functional by hypothesis satisties:

L(v) = L(vv) = <v, Sv%>

L(v) lir L l(t)v. Tit)v) - I~v.,') • i/t

lirn L(T(t) + i). (T(t) I)v •/t = 2L(v,Av)= 2<v,SAv> = 2<v,Av> 2~t-o

.i:" 12(,.) = 2<,...v,>2  _ - II, II z - -- IlIUI

Also:

X<v, v .- ->., - vv = . (X - ..- < (l-A)vll 2  IIII2

11. . )V 1 > I I . l I I

, > 1 - ' ,V >2 j ,11 %,112>L

* where from thi, hypothesis -

. v.v -2(

.Pi
-. 2

R -.. v. v ',,

o llx -,ll~" [ IN-

..% X -22 t-

112

From this relation if the iise ol Ilille-Yo hida Ilhorcn, is made, it can be sho'm n 1 hat

o~~~operator A, is t lie ,,rwra (or oF1 s ,rruigruuup 'V't ) suc.h lha

pS

'P

' "P ** " ¢ - ; *-," " "" * °-,*. .'" ' ' " -• , ":" ' " ... , 4 , - . " .
"% ' ' '

"- ' '-/ -""' '"",, .".,'.4 "i 
" '

" " "p ." " - "d . ."," ,-
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which is a condition for exponenltial symnptotic stability.

0

O

,5

.5.2
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MODE5. ODIN OF DIA{.,'lTO-PLIS\IA L)YNAMNIC TRlUtSTEIS

Recent increase in space missions and construction of the space station has

attracted attention to new alternatives lo chemical propulsion systems. One such

system is categorized and knowin as electrical propulsion thruster. In general,

electrical rockets should be able to develop considerably higher specific impulses than

chemical or nuclear ones. However, thi:, gain in specific impulse requires massive

energy conversion mechanism. To avoid this, the electrical rockets generally have low

thrust for navigation in low gravitational it.ds.

The propellant of an electrical rocket cmsists of either charged particles which are

o accelerated by electrostatic forces, or a strain of electrically conducting fluid (plasma)

which is accelerated by electromagretic anl/or pressure forces.

The electrical accelerators are divided into three main categories: electrostatic,

electrothermal and electromagnetic accelerators.

Electroiagnetic accelerators use the conductivity of the plasma propellant to

create an electromagnetic accelerating force as a "body force" within the plasma. The

main focus of this work is aimed at modeling and analysis of steady magnetogas-

d dynamic flow aceelerators, among other categories of' electromagnetic accelerators.

Figure (5-1) shows a schematic of such a system. The flow of ionized gas enters the

* thruster and is subjected to an electric field , and a iiagnetic field 11, which are

perpendicilar to each other ;mltd to the gas velocity. I-lectroinagnetic acceleration

process is an aggregate of (1fects from compressible gas dynamics, ionized gas physics,

electromagnetic field theory and particle electrodynianics. The individual analylic

complexity of each of these phellOnmelon idds to tie1 level of difficulty in adequate

o. theoretical iodel for this cmnposIto systecfii A n;ult ical progress noriafly O ns from

VS r
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simplified models which preserve the essential physical aspects of the specific situation.

The description of the motion of' plasma in terins of Maxwell-Boltzinamin

distribution function is too detailed to be useful for many practical problems in the

* electromagnetic acceleration process. In these cases the ionized gas medium can be

considered as a continuum fluid whose macroscopic physical properties may be

described by conservation laws and Maxwell equations. These governing equations for

the motion of plasma will be gas dynamic equations with the interaction terms due to

electromagnetic forces. With this approach a simplified model for the problem,

depicted schematically in figure (5-1), can be derived. As shown in this figure the

plasma is flowing through the constant area channel along the x-coordinate. The

channel is formed by two opposite condtucting walls connected to cathode and anode

poles respectively. Between these walls an electric field E(x) is maintained in a y-

direction. Normal to this electric field is a magnetic field B(x), applied in the z-

" direction. The model is considered to be one dimensional i.e. only variations in x-

direction are considered. The bulk properties of the gas (plasma) is shared by all

species contained in the plasma. Application of the conservation laws to the flow

through an element of volume results in the following equIations. From the continuily

Ie (iation, one can find

__ + i pii 0 (5-1)

where p and ii are the deinsit v and the velocity of gas respectively. The momentum

-", iation resuilts in:

i) )x x +

where ) is the sumi of theruodv tic ire ssire nnd radliat ot pressmre it, however, P

Ir%,

1 
Ii
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is assumed negligible. F, is electromagnetic force (Lorentz force) per unit volume. i.e.

F, = j,.B and F, represents combination of viscous and collisional force and assumed

to be negligible compared to other terms. After expansion of the momentum equation

and substitution from continuity equation, the following is resulted.

P01- + Pu 0-1- = - 0 -+  j  (5-2)

, Due to the one-dimensional assumptions, the variations in the y and z directions are

negligible, and the velocity components in y and z directions would be deleted. From

the energy equation for the element of volume one can derive the followiiig:

0 (pe)+ 0(puh) . a(ur) + Q- )+- =jE + + -
at Ox Ox

where

e specific total energy (internal energy + potential energy

+ kinetic energy)

i = specific total enthalpy (i = e + P/p)

r -s shear stress tensor

Q - heat flux due to convection and radiation.

On the right hand side of the above energy equation the term jE represents the

S.Joule heating due to the application of electric field. This term can be considered as

the dominant form of dissipation of energy. 'Fhe plasma can be assumed as a perfect

gas, with the state equation
4

1) pr[T, 1 = RA/m

where temperature is denoted by T, anl R\ and m are the gas constant of plasma and

triolecillar weight of tho phlsrn i, respectively. As a result, Ihe specific energy. v, and

specii<" enthalpy. h, cai be represented as

I

9 ." " "ii " .'.'t € .''." 4" "%. '20 . . .'".'' 'L ''...' '/ "....o, 'C j% ' €. " "
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V=C'r + u2/2

h =cF'+ u2/2

when the potential energy terms are negligible. The specific heat coefficients c, and cp

*- can be considered

c, 3/2 R

V p=5/2R

Hence the energy equation can be approximated an(1 rewritten as follows:

PcT) pucpT + p jE (5-3)
t 2 Ox 2

The Maxwell equations can be written as
I

" Bvec = /eJ + / e t

" <E = OB

L% "B =0

For many practical problems one can show that the displacement current OcE and
at

* excess electric charge p, are negligible and that the energy in t lie electric field is much

-smaller than that in the magnetic field. As a result the set of Maxwell equations will

become
I

I

I'
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- Ot/ 3 0

If one specifies that the magnetic field -enerated by the current flowing in the gas

is negligible with respect to the applied field B(x), then the electromagnetic field

relations (set of equations 5-4) can be decoupled from the dynamics of the plasma.

By Ohm's law, one can relate current density j with the applied fields;

E
j = E -uB), a = a(p,T)

where (T is a transport coefficient and it is called the electrical conductivity.

After substitution for Op 011 in the energy equation (5-3), one can arrive at theO it , O~t

following set of equations (5-5 to 5-7) as the set of dynamical governing equations for

the MPD thruster

Op + O(pu) 0 (55)
Ot Ox

u 01 R pT + j+ (5-6)
at ax p Ox p

+lY 11 OU OT + L - U--+ (5-7)
St, C..' Ox ix Pc

where j is given by Ohm's law.

,I

m '



6. CONTROL OF MID TIIIIUSTEIR A'T EQUILIBRIUM STATE

In the set of non-steady equal ions (lerivedl in the previous section, i.e. equat ions (5-

5 to 5-7), it can be seen that the parameters B and E can be regarded as input

. functions to the system. One of the crucial questions about the behavior of this

system is how to characterize the relation between the system response and those

inputs. The general response charactoriz'atioil of these systems which change with

both time t and spatial coordinate x, is a complex problem. However, one can break

the problem into steps, by first trying to make assessments about equilibrium states of

the system of the partial differential equations. Hence, one can pose a question of

what choice of inputs would steer the system to an equilibrium set of states, and under

what conditions the steering would not be plausible. In order to answer these

* arguments about the equilibrium states of the system one has to derive the equilibrium

set of equations from the original partial differential equations. If states of the system

are represented by a vector valud function v, as follows

p(t.x)
v= u(t.x)

r-(t.x)

then the equilibrium vector would be denoted by N,

9" 1)'X
I

S'iil-arly tlw r'its (conltrol) fiiict ioii c an be defined hvav ;iector x alued fi tioii

WI

2 j")

Lo = 0.(



At equilibrium, sv-tem statcs reach their steady state values and their time

derivatives would be zero, i.e. -0, ,iid equations (5-5 to 5-7) will turn to the
Ot

following equations.

(I UdPe pe (Ilie

dx eedx ue dx

-(I +- (6-2)

p1  dx Pe

RT due dT ) 2 U (6-3)
+ lie- = -

c dx dx PeCv

Substituting equation (6-1) into (6-2) would result in the following equations,

• RT? dx R dT - Ut
ue11 dx dx p

4R li1T, 11u. (ITe U22 -. ueUI- - +_4- =
cv (Ix dx peer

or,

d ,, _ - U - -T e) (6 - 4 )I x p , : ' °

e _i2 .(u 2  (6 -5 )

(IX peiiC,(ue2 -xyRT')

where -1 is the specific heat ratio p/c v . The speed of sound a, is defined by

a 'RyF . (6-4) and (6-5) ,,an be rewritten into a vector differential equation form.

_(6-6)

Ix 2, 2 1 2 1 2 - I(6,-

U c) V Pellvcv

%
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l ule - I"[' 0y-I

U = pelecv Pe dve (6-7)
(i v 'YUe (Ix

f'ecv Pe

Therefore, for any equilibrium state configuration, it is possible to arrive at a

control vector in the local sense with respect to the coordinate x. However. in

transition from subsonic flow to supersonic flow, where tie = ae (i.e. Mach number is

unity), the control inputs U1 and U, becoine dependent on each other, or one should

choose U, and U2 according to a certain i'lation such that the passage from subsonic

to supersonic velocities and vise versa would be plausible.

(.--, at ue = "RTe

or

E "YUe

B (-I-')

This effect is the same as choking condition in gas dynamics which is extended to

magneto gas dynamics '19'.

Based on the definition of Mach number NI as M , it can be shown that

2 2

N12 =Il 1, 2n~ (II p (IT
yI-T, ,12 u d 'I

or

I d (M 2 dIl 1 (I.
df2 (iX II (Ix TI dx

' , ,.
% i lii



If the substitution ror and -d roit equation (6-1) and (6-5) into the above

equation is made, one could derive the following results

2 h-') %,12/2 +I
(I-M) dM2 _ -YM2 + 1 2 - U 1  (6-8)

dx PeUeCpTe Pe

For subsonic flow M < 1, increase in MI is possible provided the following inequality

is satisfied.

t 22 y-1 M + 21 P'u C pT [(-tI) + 2 +YueS> . - [_N2(6-9)

For supersonic [low M > 1, increase in M along the thruster occurs if,

1' 2  -j j)1M2 ±4 'PueU + I1 L - (6-10)

U2
At sonic condition the ratio of control inputs - should comply with the

I'-ll
aforementioned quantity, . Clearly, for the decelerating flow (when M

decreases along the flow) the direction of inequalities (6-9) and (6-10) would be

* reversed.

S--One approach to construct acceptable control inputs U, and UJ2, which is based on

exclsion of singularity at choking, is to consider

•~~~~ 21'2 =1 le. --- T, - ):+

where U3j is required to have tie following properties for accelerating flow;

,,.* 1, "

Ot5 -
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1 3 .> 0 for M <I

I 3(Nt) = U: =0 for M = 1 (6-12)

.13 < 0 for M > 1

Substitution for U., from equation (6-11) and (6-12) in equations (6-4) and (6-5) would
4.

result in the following

Sdu, liI h-0) U3

dx pe(M 2 W) pe(Mr2 1)

dTe -2U, (M 2- I /-Y) U3

dx pIR(-N,-+ 1) PcvUe(M 2-1)

* In order to avoid singular (unacceptable) control distributions, once should consider U3

a function with the following form;

(r3  (I \1 2)U4  (6-13)

* with U, > 0 for accelerating flow, the requirements of (6-12) will be satisfied.

Substitution of (6-13) into (6-t) and (6-5) will result in the following equations.

dx pe(9'M 2 +1) e

d'r e  -2U, (M 2 _ I/7 tT4

dx pR(-'M 2 + 1) pecvue

Since the Joule heating (U2) is a positive function, for supersonic flow, 113 becomes

negat ive and from condition (6-1) one would have;

t ,l _ M + 2 1V 2
0< < for NI2  1 . (6-16)

I", - ( %7-I)(M + 7+I

For N 2_" 1. 1 2 in equation 6- 11 is positive for anv 1r > 0. Also, the current densit.v j

shtould be positive (in the chtoset directio! to accelerate the flow), hence from Ohnm's

MR a
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la w one can find the following conditions,A
.1 = 70;--' uB) > 0

E uB3 (6-17)

or

2ie

From equations (6-11) arid (6-13), U2 can be substituted into inequality (6-17), hence;

for N I + j2 + 21 _ (-y > 0 (6-18)

'-112

for M > I U, < -I 2 +2 -1 (6-9)

ie ( 1,+)(M 2 - 1) 'Y(M2 - 1)

It is clear that in subsonic flow, inequality (6-18) is always satisfied, hence there is no

constraint on V.4 in this regime. However, for supersonic flow, inequality (6-19)

represents a more restrictive constraint on U4 than inequality (6-16). Hence a proper

choice of U, can be selected to satisfy ineluality (6-19). The steady state response can

be found from equations (6-1l) and (6-15) for somie arbitrary choice of U, >0 and by

selection of U,, according to the aforementioned process. It would be an interesting

@
proposition to apply the theory of optimal control to lind tihe optimal control inputs (it

and U 4 among an arbitrary class of finctions. Those optimal U1, Ut4 result it! some

minimized performance index or cost function. As an example, the cost function can
.

* - be selected froi, the group or "ruel optinal" problefirs, i.e.,

It, (=1, o.

SHaving in mind that thc optirrr: l control pro le)ii is involved with control constraint, of

S the fortr of itnvp< ality (i-I1) e ,,il ,  : , 1 posit y qua n t iics.
5i-.
"

0,
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P erturha tion of nonli nen r rtin-' -nt (ly ('(l:1 1ionS

Based on the equilibriumn state (repre,euted by 'e(x)), it would be interesting to

evaluate the system behavior iin the neitiborhood of its equilibrium states. If the

perturbation of states with respect to equilibrium is denoted byv, then,

?(t~x) Pe(x)

x2v + v = ,i(t,x) + ue(x)

i'(t,x) T (x)

p << TP

By substitution of v into the dyllailic equations (5-5) to (5-7), one would find;

dt+ (Pue + 6'P, + Petue + c)

+" +_ _(+_I) __ O(PeTe + ,?T, + pJ + ?T) U1
i t ix p, + Ox Pe +

)T R(T, +T) 0(ue + 6) O(Te +T) U-;2 - (u + f)U,+, -- + 6 ( o. ) ' I - 2 ( , W

In order to proceed with easier notation, the perturbation states are denoted without

S..sign and they should not he mnistaken with their state functions. Moreover, the

nonlinear terms are of rieg ligible order in the sulticiently small neighborhood of

eu(lliibrium states. \s an (vixaii)le, one observes

- < p o~ -- , -m <K f) , -

4 1x " Oe

similar statements are true a bout other nonlinear terms, hence combining with steady

state equations (6-1) and (6i-3) one would get.



I.'

-I- (I - -1 = 0 (6-20)
+ u + (INpIf dx

jll + R T e _ p + u (R u, dT p [+t +I- - J
(t. (Dx Pe (IX pe dx

fd1 du±1 !'o __ Ril dUe

+ 1 + d u+ - -- T 0 (6-21)I dx d. I  Oxw .d
. + (1- ) Te U +  d, +  - " (6-22)

Ot Pe dx Pe dx Pe'v
<.1
'"I R e ,')u due OT 0)+ R eJ+ I dUT

c + dx ix

This set. of perturbed equations are linear and their characteristics depend on both

equilibrium states and their derivatives.9

.1'

-. s

~- -- d sr i t l idl llll U , l' -- 11 ?nn -m . . - ' . .. . n
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7. LYAPKNOV STABILITY FOR lIYIPERBOLlC )IS'rRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS

In this section the Lyapunov stability theorem is modified and applied to the system of

partial differential equations of (6-20) to (6-22). These equations represent the dynamics of

perturbation state v about an equilibrium state vector v-. lence by Lyapunov method one can

find whether any deviation fromn the equilibrium state is stable or it grows unboundedly with

time. To be consistent with the notation of sections 3 and 4 one could rearrange equation (6-

20) to (6-22) to the canonical form of the evolution equation. llere the notation (') is used to

represent dx_).d×

f Pe
ue U e 0

u ti I~e tie

__ R ,u- R u,
- - u, R -l- ui -T', u',  ---

RTo T, u, U T0- u , + Tle -- T', u e
(.v P N.

((-i

It is clear that v v- 0 (i.e.. null solution) represents the condition where there is no variation

from the equilibrium state.

The characteristic directions (eigenvalues) of this system of equations are:

* " Therefore, (7-1) represents a syst em of hvperholic partial differential equations. For a eneral

hyperbolic syst em of the form

S-~ ]1 v I, v (7-2)

.1
with v being a , ctor valed fuiiicI i,, ,f dinuesiofi r.. The following I ieorem indicates tha t he

I op r t r1,,.e -ete a o f; - i r ij)i (L '( (0

• ¢'t ' . . . . .
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1. v \ (7-3)
I

x

Theorem 7-I: The linear opera,,r I. dei,,,d by (7-3) with A beir'g syinnetric is the generator

of semigroups (groups if the wimber ol potoiive eigenvalues is equal to the number of the

negative eigenvalues, i.e., 11 2) for ie Solution of svsteins of equations (7-2).

It is possible to show that the system of quation (7-1) can be made into the form of (7-2)

with a symmetric .A matrix.

For simplicity and -  are denoted by subscripts ()t and (), respectively. As shown
xt

. below, by dividing equation (6-20) by (1p,), (G-21) by ( R e) and (6-22) by (V -I T,) the

following symmetric A matrix can be obtained.
4

0 P

0U t UI, ux -

-- 'Ft VIT 11

VR. v v(-, - iga VRT
0 V i ,)RT

v\ (-,-,) T,

- I0

u , P/Pe

(.u', A[T' ) u 7-,1)

R -'/,1- /)T u'-- T-

'r. -

_____________-__I _______ __/_______, _ -1 )ii

It can be shown that,

V%

Z A

I,-

I,

r#

-k- l ............................................
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P
1
e

RVe 2 T3/ 2 vR

T, T T T',

The vector hinction v is then redefined by following new vector:

:I7P

'--(7-6)

.XT T,

From substitution of (7-5) inLo (7-4) it results in;

I ,- 4-a A, - B v 0 (7-7)

"-N
where

VP TF -0 )rT, AT (7-8)

P and

-.

9'.

4-%°

°.b-*

S.-:

* -4

N4

.,-..- .-.- *. *- *-'p* --- V-
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I.. . le + U- \/R''e T1.
B R U + '2 e. T,

B (ueu'e±RT'e)X/g _ +/- ' +,  u'e+-U u° + V( -1)RT+ -""--+ '

'h)T, u ', -,T T' u PeC v
-+- u e-+ 'F

2T. (-I)T, T,

(7-9)

Construction of Lyapunov functional

'To construct a Lyapunov functional it is sufficient to select the functional as an equivalent

norm of a Hilbert space of states of equations (7-7), i.e., from the discussion in sections 2 and 4

this functional would be a bilinear form as follows

v, v "2 =v, S = fv T S(x)v dx (7-10)
0

where S is svinnetric positive definite and bounded linear operator. In order to satisfy the

sufficiency condition of Zubov's theorem for the stability of system of (7-2) one has to show

that there exists a S(x) for which 0.

dt

Equation (7-10) yields:

V

(li TIt S(x) v dx f vT S(x) x

0Conjugate operators are definied based on bilinear form operation as following

. S z,v S = conjugate of S.

Ilere, since S is a real operator S

% V-*4S il i- i" i ¢ , + . '

S .
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f vT S(x) f d= srv, , - J (STv)T ' dx

-x0 0

Therefore,

I (
t'. ", dJ ;

v T S(x) v dx f (ST(x) v)T v dx

- v, Sv. - STv,V>

The operator S(x) is chosen to be symmetric S = T, then

-2 -Sv, v = 2fv TS(x)vdx (7-11)
dt 0

Now, from equations (7-7), one can substitute for v' (i.e., vt) into (7-11). This results in the

following.

,(I - 2 Sv,(-A v ) -4 2 Sv,(--Bv)
(It

d2 _-2 f vT S A(x) A vdx -2 fvT S(x)[Bvjdx
dt 0 "

where,

f VT 8(x)A- = -- tvT S(x) A v) dx f T A v dx v v dx
[jO( Ix dI fvSx Zjd,'.-0 0' ' 0 ,x ]0 ,x

-- TI '7 v S(x)A v dx (7-12)

1 sing the samre discu ssinoi about corjigate of operator SAI t he following can be derived.

f ,VT S(x) A -dx S 'Sx)A1*1 v - dx. (7-13), 0 , x

: ,. ,:.,-: '-,.,, ." ".. -, , - ,, . .. ..: ._-' .. .- -., ,v - . .:--; '>'rX ,v-
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Also,

ST] A v dIX x Al dx. (7-14)'4 0 ,;X 0 '

.'IT

f f[S(x) Aj (x)AT equation (7-13) becomes identical to (7-14) and hence by substitution into

(7-12), one finds

mIA

S(x)A-'-dx f '.--'vs() A v! d x f v T  A v dx -fv T S(x) 'A v dxIfr !s x A i x dx x li fx0 0 0 ,x 0

Therefore,

N.

dS(x)Av -fvT L A v -2 S(x)B v dx (7-15)-;dt 0 dX '--xx

Based on the resulting equation (7-15), the following conditions must be satisfied for

d-/
guaranteeing 0

dt

' a) Boundary constraint:

vT(tj, S(( ) A(t ) vit,( ) vT(t,()) A(0) v(t,0) _ 0 (7-16)

b) Interior const raint:

2A (x) B must be negative definite for x ( (0,() (7-17)
'* ''X

The operator A in perturbed linear model of MI'D as derived in equations (7-6) to (7-9) has

already been put into syrnmetric form. Therefore it is sufficient to find a symmetric matrix

function S(x) with discussed properties such that (7-16) 'and (7-17) are satisfied.

"4e

It should be mentioned that the perturbations from equilibrium states whl,'h ;ire governed

by (7-6) to (7-9) are subject to the following initial and boundary conditions

W."
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v ,-0,x) %.(x) , v(t,O) 0 0

where

Vo(X) L2(0,()

These conditions represent a situation where the plasma flows into the thruster with affixed

state (i.e., invariant with tine). Due to the perturbation in the control inputs, there is an

initial perturbation inside the thruster which is represented by V0 (x) in (7-18). Considering

S(x) an operator even simpler than what is required. i.e.,

qiq ) 0 0
S(x) - 0 q(.)q I

* 0 0 q(x)

* - where q(,) is a scaler function, then for S(x) to be positive definite it is sufficient to have,

q(x) 0 for x ( 0.f '. Therefore. the inequality in condition (7-16) would become

'.4 1l ) v "(t,( ) A(( ) v(t,i" + 0 ' 0

where v(t,O) -0.

It can be seen that A(() must be positive definite.

A(I -A(x) 11' ,,. VF(, I MT.

The eigenval tj. of .\ a re:

X. "o X" 1 / ,t I. X3 1,

At x ( for accelerating [low it, is practicallv desirable to have M • or ii, I "/ T,.

%

''A
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Hence in this case .\(( I wil! he positi'e definite and condition (7-16) is satisfied. To evaluate

, Ik.,

the requirement for condition (7-17). one has to lind and 'A

" ,' S ( , j'('x) I

S'1,
-v, - T'

)"2 Tr' Te '

+"'A l , )+/(0IITl

- e X
I- _ _ ,\ i ̂ l- , - I

e', IT , ILI

S'(x) .A(x) S(x) X'(x) 2SIx) i q(x ) x \(x) A'(x) 2 B(x)
* (I(X)

"Since <ljx) .),one should have the following condition:

Q(x)
(I(X)

= Q(x) A(x) 4 A'(x) 2 13(x)', (7-18)

where u[st, he negative definite.

- 'A Q- "T Q 2

°3 "' I ' I ""
'.+.N I  .aT  Q • " ) 2 2- , IIu,, +2 T

I',H,. Ii.
"

.l __ 2\. .~ , -- l I ,, ___
2 T'

' . \ I Tl,. -) 2 T, ( I , ,

Ii"J) 
C) i

T', 211
t,+ .I t () . -- -

I. '2 To ,

"' 2T

,"Q
A .. ,. T
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where a T = '.

One way to find an apriori requirement on the system such that stability of perturbation is

guaranteed, i.e., condition (7-18) be satisfied, is to let Q(x) be negative and

IQ(x) I max f

- where

Zu' 11 letif 13/2 +- I +±2 I + 2 1- 1
T, U, I~ peRT,

hence

u'Q aTQ 0

NL 'I TQ kueQ \/-,-I a.TQ

0 v/q-I aTQ ueQ

Then condition (7-18) would become

u a r  0

Q a --- t1 V- --1 aT is positive definite

0 aT u

Again.

i XI u Xa --- \, -IRT X ) = ) V RT,

ML
for )to b positive definite, one should have X, 3 0

or,

1, •V RTFo M I fo r x ((0, 1)

This restates the situation that. low is slpersonic through the interior of the N4P1) thruster.

ht 0l.
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Theref'ore one can conclude that a sutlicicilt co~ditiof 1r the stability of the system with

respect to illitial perturbatons is that thu flow regime rplaits supersonic

thruster.

'V

0

*h-.I

V,

V.

S,'

'p 
.\g- '"~ ~ .V
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8. FUTURE WORK

The analysis of Section 7 indicates that in the case of supersonic thrusters there

was sufficient conditions for system stability after an initial perturbation. However, in

general, one would like to have the system stabilized for all flow patterns (all steady

state solutions), which are of interest as discussed in Section 6. In order to address

this problem the inherent characteristics of the system should be analyzed. Such

analysis often involves information about characteristics of the system of partial

differential equations.

Recalling the system of equations (7-7) for a general case

', iv Ov
+ A + Bv = 0. (8-1)

O,

Where A(x) is symmetric and has eigenvalues of the general form;

- XJ(X) < X2 (X) < ..... < Xp(x) < 0 < Xp+I(x) < . . . < Xn(x).

The eigenvalues show the directions of the characteristic lines of PDE. Also there

exists a continuously differentiable matrix O(x), based on the system eigenvectors such

that 0- 1 (x) A(x) O(x) \(x). If one considers a new set of states w such that

v = O(x)w

then substitution of v into (8-1) results in

atw axw [ O_ BO(x)lw 0

0(x)-a + A(x)O(x) - + A(x) 'x 0

aw O)w Ox or 
+

Ot + o (x)A(x)O(x)-w + 0 1 AO(x ) + BO(x) w 0

Therefore one can conclude;

w a)wi -4- \(x) [x+ l(x)w =0 (,8-2)

4W' , '4 - , - , Vw' ~ ~'' ~4 *
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Since A(x) is a diagonal riatrix of the system eigenvalues and from the fact that X) to

,XP are negative and XpI to Xn are positive, then A can be decomposed as follows.

ZA = A O A = diag(X,, - • • ,Xp) (8-3)

0 A ' A' = diag(XP 1 ....... Xn)

The corresponding decomposition can be applied to the states

Therefore (8-2) can be reduced to a set of 3rdinary differential equations of the

following form.

dw k - ) k "k k = i'k d ___Iwkf k~
*dt - 0t x +0 t -i-k iN -x(x)W

k = 1, 2, ,n (8-5)
where wk is kth element of the vector valued function w. Moreover, Xk represents the

direction of the kth characteristic line, hence is the directional derivative along
dt

the corresponding characteristic line. On the right hand side of (8-5) lk, is the kth

row of the matrix valued function fJ(x). The set of n1 ordinary differential equations

(8-5), are coupled by the term /Jk(X)w. Initial values of t - 0 can be given as

w(x,0) = W0  2o1( 1; t;)

(onsiderinHt he boundary conditions, at a point on tlie boundary x 0, t=I,, as

,*.. shown in figure (8-1), one finls that the characteristics wiih negative and posit ive

eigenvalues arrive at that point with negative and positive slopes respect ively. The
U

incoming information" consists of values of wk associa te(l with characteristic ine

,k() . t witIi niga ti e slope for k 1.....p. "Fhe "outgoing in formation" consists of

values of wk associated with positive slope c haractIeristic (k( (), k p. I . ... 1.

Hence along the boundary x 0 the values of w' should be known. It is clear that

6

0 *~.'
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along boundary x = 1, the orientation of characteristics will be reversed and hence

the values of w- should be known.

At this stage one can impose the question of stabilizability of linear hyperbolic

systems, namely those systems such as MPD thruster with an initial perturbation.

The stabilizability question would be as such: what control inputs should be used to

bring the system to a stable state? This question can be approached in two different

ways. The first approach is the idea of null controllability which is more restrictive

and considers determination of a control (applied on the boundary) such that for a

given initial perturbation w o, after time t > 0,

* w(x,T) = 0.

It can be seen that the required time T should satisfy the following inequality
'-.

°

( (

dxf dX

'(x)

"*. By this approach the time-space plane (domain of the systerr) can be divided into

three separate regions as shown in figure (8-2). After finding the values of states in

each region, the value of w(( t) will be evaluated. Since

r 1"

¢:. w (( ,t.)
w(( ,t) w*(f,t)]

then knowledge of both incoming an(d outgoing information along x - / would lead to

the determination of a boundary value control at this boundary. 20

The second approach is more or less based on the simnilar ideas as those of Section

7. In this approach an riergy function (i.e. Lyapu nov function) is defined. )epending

on the type of system, two types of controllers can be sought. These are "boundary"

controller or "body force" controller. For a wave eqouation (linear and nonlinear) it is

s howr 13 tiat a control force at, the bourid ary cari steer tHie system to a stab lized

V.%
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state. Whereas in the case of a linear wave equation with a "body force" (i.e. internal

controller) it is shown (16i that the system can be controlled to a "zero energy" state.

[n both examples the energy functions were proposed as:

E f + 2 dx

Although both of these controllability approaches have been applied to much

simpler systems, it is desirable to answer some of these controllability questions in

reference to the MPD system via these approaches in the future research.

...

'A

2

,
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Figure 5-1. Schematic of configuration of flow and fields
for one-dimensional electromagnetic steady
flow accelerator.
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AN APPROACH TO MPD ENGINE INSTABILITIES

S.N.B. Murthy, R. Shoureshi, and F. Pourki
' School of Mechanical Engineering

Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907

-.ABSTRACT

A magneto-plasma-dynamic thruster is subject to a number of instabilities, some of
them associated with ionization or electro-thermal instability. An attempt has been
made (Part I) to establish the conditions under which imbalances in power input and
electron diffusion can lead to instability. In Part II a new approach to stability of
NPD engines is presented. This approach is based on extension of the Lyapunov
direct stability theorem to distributed parameter systems. Problem formulation in an

v:. -operator form is presented. The Lyapunov function is extended to a Lyapunov
functional which is an integration over space. This approach has been applied to a

*magneto-gas dynamic problem, namely a simplified form of an MPD engine. The
stability results are presented and discussed. Wave characteristicsin both transverse
and longitudinal modes are discussed, and upper bounds for wave speeds based on
Alfven speed are derived.

The research has been supported under AFOSR Grants 85-0335 and 86-0278, Dr. R. Vondra as
Technical Monitor of the Project.
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PART I

S.N.P. Murthy

p,,3 Background

A MPD thruster, shown schematically in Figure 1, may be divided into three
regions: (1) initial ionization region with heating of electrons, rapid dissociation and
ionization of heavy particles and electron pressure large compared to the partial
pressure of heavy particles; (2) uniform arc region with electron temperature nearly in
equilibrium, heavy particles being heated by transfer of energy from electrons
undergoing Joule heating and electron temperature and current density nearly
constant; and (3) nonuniform arc region with electron properties varying appreciably
while the advection velocity is transonic or greater.

One important factor in region (2) is that the Joule heating undergoes a change
when the plasma current attains a constant value in space. Thus, initially, Joule
heating can be expressed by the relation, namely

* JHt(Te) ak I2 T -3/2 (1)
p e

while, when the current attains the constarit value, it becomes the following.

JH(Te) ot V T/ (2)

In Eqs. (1) and (2), IpTe and V represent the plasma current, electron temperature
* and voltage, respectively. It is important to note that a characteristic diffusion time

has to elapse before Joule heating changes from that given by Eq. (1) to that by Eq.
(2). At the end of such diffusion time, one can equate JH in Eqs. (1) and (2) and

p': obtain an expression for the voltage, namely
S3/2

V a I/T . (3)

Our main objective is to examine the structure of plasma, as given by set of
describing equations, and to determine if there arises a branching and the coastzquence
when such a state of constant current arises.

Describing Equations

The partially ionized gas is considered u ider the hydrodynamic approximation,
given by Refs. 9-10. While the resulting equations are nonlinear partial differential
equations, we consider the lowest order approximation to those in terms of the

* .following ordinary differential equations. They will be adequate for illustrating the
effects of the plasma current attaining a constant value over a characteristic period of
time. The equations of interest are for the number density, temperature and energy

balance of relevant species.

dNe
- a .0 (4)

- * .. ~ :



0 (10)

From Eq. (9), one can solve for T i and substitute for the Joule heating term from Eq.
(1). Similarly Eq. (10) provides another relation between T, and Te. It is then of
interest to examine the two curves when Te is small and when it is sufficiently large.
After some algebra, the two curves can be utilized to deduce (Ref. 11) the domains in
which (dTe/dt) and (dT,/dt) are positive or negative, as shown in Fig. 2. The point of
intersection of the curves is a stable equilibrium point.

Referring to Eqs. (9) and (10), it is next necessary to substitute for Joule heating
from Eq. (2). For Te - 0,4'e starts at the origin. When Te becomes finite, the relation
between T i and Te depends upon the diffusion coefficients SDe and SDi. In particular,
several solutions can be obtained depending upon the enhancement of diffusion in the
gradient zone, that is, depending upon the value of a. Thus, while for small Te the
value of T i is nearly equal to Te, at larger values of Te,T i decreases and becomes
negative, the change depending upon the extent of enhanced diffusion or the value of
cr. Several illustrative cases can be formulated.I

(a) Case of small enhancement of diffusion: Two subcases can be distinguished
when a is small, that is, less than a certain value that is a function of V,Te and Ne.
The first subcase is obtained for small input power. Then, as shown in Fig. 3, the
system returns to the origin or, for large Te, a runaway type structure is obtained.
The point of intersection of the (dTe/dt) and (dTi/dt) curves is then a saddle point.

The second subcase pertains to large input power. Then, there may arise,
depending upon the values of system parameters, one of two possibilities: (1) As in
Fig. 4, the origin may become unstable while the two trajectories of the solutions do
not interest or (2) as in Fig. 5, there may arise two points of intersection. In the latter
case, both the origin and the second point of intersection are unstable while the first
point of intersection is a stable node.

(b) Case of large enhancement of diffusion: In the case (. is large, the parameters
of influence are Ne and the power input. For a given value of power input, there is a

S value of Ne below which a stable node is obtained as shown in Fig. 6. Above such a
value of Ne, the two trajectories do not interest, as shown in Fig 7. In other words, at
any value of Ne there is a maximum amount of power that can be applied, beyond
which value of power the enhanced diffusion will drive the system towards the origin.

SDisc ussio n

In the region where plasma is being supplied with energy for the heating of ions
through the Joule heating of electrons, a branching in the structure of plasma has
been shown to arise when the current across the plasma becomes constant and remains
at that value over a characteristic period of time related to diffusion of electrons. The
diffusion becomes enhanced in the gradient zone. When the net diffusion is small, the
various possible states of plasma depend upon the amount of power supplied. On the
other hand, when the net diffusion is large, there exists a number density of electrons
at each given value of power input above which there appears a disruption in the
structure of plasma. This provides a basis for regulating power input in the

o equilibrium region. The input parameters for such a control system become the
electron number density and ion temperature.

U - ~V
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Problem Formulation:

Consider the MPD engine shown in Figure 1. The plasma dynamic equations for
this engine consist of Maxwell's equations, Ohm's law, conservation of electric charge,
equation of state (ideal gas law) and a set of mass, momentum and energy equations
[24j. These equations can be written as follows:

Maxwell equations:

AE• V"x H =j + 0t
X t

XE =-

-- 1
V" E = -Pe

4 E

Ohm's law:

J-- + e(u X H)j + PUj I x,y,z

Conservation of electric charge:

')Pe 3 ')I a~p-I . 1

a
". Equation of state (ideal gas law):

P RpT

Conservation of Mass:

~l + -- (pU9)= o
• ., ;)t - ,xj
%~

Conservation of Momentum:

DU , p 3 '
D t , :xi  j ,9ix

a
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E = i E,(x,t) + j Ey(x,t) + k E,(x,t)

H =H o + h (x,t)

= X+ h.(x~t)]I + j HY+ hy(x,t) J+ k hI(x~t)

current density J and net electric charge Pe are

J = J (x,t), Pe = Pe(X,t)

The one-dimensional assumption results in: 0 0, - 0,

Based on the aforementioned treatment of the problem, the following describing
equations can be derived.

Maxwell's equations:

J -0 
(1)

+ E Ey hz  (2)

at Ox

he - (4)

Pe A~y ,'E (E,).,5 '() t -jx (s
• ,ahz  A' y

*e h- (6)

Generalized Ohm's law:

.x = o, (E, - Ae wHy) + Peu (7)

jy = (Ey + Ile wHx) + pev (8)

J7 =o, (E, + AeuHy - iAevHx) + Pew (9)

Conservation of electric charge:
':Pe "'Jx.; -- +  _X -o 0o

"),X (10)
* ~ot O
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,t- h z + H '- (17)

)w w Vx ,hz"* ,+1t (18)

where yH = and V x = \ H. The parameter V, is defined as x-
O Ae V PO

component of speed of Alfven wave.

(ii.) Longitudinal Mode

The state equation for this mode can be reduced to

"-h h y + H ()7 VH 2HY x-H~-(9

,V,)2 ~ V 2 ')h

H) - (21)

* (22
'Ax

-I..

Of" K a 2 T" R (-u (3(9t p c, 2 c1  I9x

whr P" T =,M y h parameter VYis defned as

m P0

y-component of the speed of Alfven wave.

%-.

Lyapunov Functional and Stability Anazlysis

In this section the Lyapunov Functional approach is applied to each mode of the
plasma dynamics. The stability results are derived and discussed.

(i.) For the transverse mode the general operator form of the equation (17) and (18)
evolution equation would be

S--:.W
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Tb _ xh x,

Tb Xh X,Th U- -1 HX X W

det v 2 -x 0 (25)

HX Xh TW XW

In order to have T and X functions independent from x and t, respectively, it is
T X T X'

required that - f(x,t), - f(x,t). From const. and-2- const
T X T' X X

it is conclusive to represent X functions in terms of a real periodic function

X =Ae i\x/( + A, e-ixx/e

where A complex conjugate of A

X X iX

X e2' X e

and T ATe T S. From the boundary condition it appearsT

X = A. sin Xn

Xn = nr n = ±1 , 2 ......

Therefore, equation (25) can be reduced to

I 2- H i V-

* det V 0
'."i S + V

The point spectrum of operator A, i.e., ap(A) can be found as

-p(A) = {S e a(A) (SI-A) is not one to one

NL2L

S + s(V.) + v + -vu 0

The roots of this equation are
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dx >7r 2f f' dx
0 0A

=" and
f. h " " + w x dx = hzwlo =
0 1

the following can be resulted.

V 2f 'IVH f--J+cVLJidx
+ 12

<- 27 f(ru'H h2 + 2 Vw 2 )dx

0r
if = 1, c = V/H2 then

"-'-"V -- 11h,112 + 11wl12
V2

V ~Ih 2 + VIIWI1

V r _'t IIh<-7 + llwI121 (28)" $: Hx

In this case (28) shows that V is negative definite and that proves the stability of
the transverse mode using Lyapunov approach.

(ii.) For longitudinal mode of wave propagation the generic form of evolution equation
(24) is considered

4h.

O . _ -- [ , 2(o0'( and _Z~o,t)= _ g t) --- 0

In this case A in equation (24) is a linear operator with the domain in a separable
Hilbert space of state function which maps Z onto itself. From equations (19) to
(23) A is formed as,

N0
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In general Sn can be written as a combination of real and imaginary parts.

Sn = Re(S ) + i Im(S,)

This resulted in

Obviously, in order to have a wave (under damped condition) w has to be positive.
Otherwise, (w2 < 0) there is no wave propagation in the transverse mode. Hence,
wave speed can be defined as

V 2 - 2 (VH - V) 2 x2

nX X 4 (2

or

*v 2  (u'H V) -1X:V 4e 2
x2

which has an elliptical shape, as shown in Figure 8. The maximum of the transverse
wave speed is limited by Alfven speed in the x-direction in the case of I'H

Moveover, for the transverse wave to exist, the maximum difference in (vH -') v
caused by minimum X, (i.e. mn,min = r). Therefore, if

2e Vx
/H - L' <,

71"

the generation of transverse wave is plausible.

For the longitudinal waves, due to the complexity of characteristic equation the
4 case that v = K = 0 and v'H * 0 is considered. The characteristic equation, then will

be,

s 4 + X2S2 ['YRTo + (V + + 1)! TV+ f V/Hs 3X2 + SX4 'RTo} = 0

S
2

In complex y plane for vH = 0 the following can be obtained.

s4 + X2S2 KRTo + V 2 + -tRT0 V2 = 0

,2_ (=RTI + V2) + '/(LRTo + V')'- 4'yRTo VJ
V 2  - y+ . o

whreY For the case of vi"H approaching infinity S 3 is zero and

II whre V =Vx2 + Vy
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u, v, w: velocity vector components in x,y and z directions

x, y, z: Spatial coordinates

Xj: Spatial coordinates for j 1, 2, 3

Greeks

f: Dielectric constant

/1, V Viscosity, kinematic viscosity

A/e: Magnetic permeability

p, p: Plasma density, perturbation in density

Pe: Excess electric charge/volume

C, Electrical conductivity

.4.:
1

subscripts

x, y, z: Variable subscribed in the direction of x, y and z.

Notation

Th, T,: Time dependent part of variable in subscript

Xh, X,: x dependent part of variable in subscript.
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FIGURE 1. MPD ARC THRUSTER
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OBSERVABILITY OF HEAT TRANSFER TO

MPD THRUSTER ELECTRODES*

F. Pourki, K. Goodfellow, R. Shoureshi and S.N.B. Murthy
School of Mechanical Engineering

Purdue University
West Lafayette, IN 47907

Abstract

An attempt has been made to set up a model for heat transfer to the cathode of a
MPD thruster and to conduct an observability analysis of a model energy balance
equation. Considering a monoatomic gas that is singly ionized and is in a state of
nonequilibrium with different species at different temperatures, the energy balance in
the vicinity of the electrode is described in terms of seven regions including a "mushy"
region involving phase change processes. The observability analysis is conducted on a
model energy balance equation applicable to one of the regions. Since a MPD engine is
a nonlinear distributed parameter system, the concept of observability analysis for
such systems is derived and presented. An observability criteria for finite and infinite
dimensional systems, based on the transformation of nonlinear systems to observable
canonical form, is studied. A less restrictive approach for observability of distributed
parameter systems is presented. This technique is applied to two cases of available
measurements of the MPD engine. The resulting conditions on the control inputs to
the engine are presented.

* This research has been supported under AFOSR Grants 85-0335 and 8G-0278, with Dr. J. Tishkoff as
Technical Monitor of the project.
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INTRODUCTION

The electrode region of a magneto-plasma-dynamic (MPD) engine continues to
present several complexities both in analysis and measurements that can serve to
explain phenomenology and to permit predictions of such quantities as heat transfer
and wear [1-61. The complexities are further accentuated when the operating

N conditions are close to the occurrence of onset instability and other critical regimes [74-
9). The electrode processes are of interest both during the start-up phase of
continuously operated systems and in pulsed devices. In all cases attention has to be
paid to the state of the plasma and the processes that are dominant in different zones
as the electrode surface is approached from the free stream condition. In general, the
plasma may be multi-component, multi-temperature, including elastic and inelastic
collisions, with complex reaction rates, subjected to Joule heating, and acted on by
induced and applied magnetic fields. Furthermore, one has to account for electrode
surface reactions and resulting changes both in the plasma and the mechanical
structure of the electrode itself. A number of zones can be identified in the vicinity of
the electrode based on characteristic length scales such as the recombination length
(Qj~, the molecular mean free path (K',e,i, a, e and i referring to atom, electron and ion,

* respectively) and the Debye length (44) The rate-governed processes in those zones
will depend further upon characteristic times.

A beginning has been made in Reference [101 on the analysis of a plasma boundary
* layer under the assumption of an equilibrium plasma in the absence of Joule heating

and any ambient magnetic field. Although the boundary layer pertains to a power
generator (and not a plasma generation device), important findings have been made on
the relative importance of inertia of electrons and ions and of charge separation in the
vicinity of electrodes under various levels of current input. The energy balance
equation is obviously left out of account in the analysis. On the other hand, inclusion
of considerations of nonequilibrium and Joule heating make it imperative to include
the energy balance equation in the analysis.

The analysis of a complex fiowfield such as that of a MPD engine can be
undertaken from several points of view: prediction of performance, analysis for
distinguishing and ordering the importance of various processes and determination of
stability, optimality, observability and controllability of the system represented by a
set of describing equations. The latter has been the basis of recent investigations
undertaken at Purdue University.

The objectives of the current work in that context are two: (1) To obtain a
reasonably detailed set of describing equations for the vicinity of the electrode,
including Joule heating and energy balance, and (2) to present the concept of
observability for such nonlinear systems as MPD engines, where system parameters
change with both time and space (Distributed Parameter System - DPS).

In general, distributed parameter systems are represented by partial differential
equations, relating informations on spatial domain of the system to the time domain.
These systems can be considered infinite dimensional as opposed to finite dimensional
notion for lumped parameter systems.

Control of the DPS's are usually achieved by a parameter approximation of the
system. This approach, using finite element or finite difference technique has been
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useful for control design of some systems. In general, intrinsic properties of DPS can
not be predicted. The stability, controllability and observability considerations of
such systems often can not be achieved with discretized models. The formulation and
treatment of continuous model approach from the standpoint of control theory has
been investigated [11,12j.

Many researchers have studied the stability of linear DPS [13,141. One of the first
attempts using Lyapunov's direct method for dimensional systems was made by [151.
Based on an abstract theory of Lyapunov's stability scheme, references [16,171 have
defined Lyapunov's functions on Hilbert and Banach spaces. An application of this
approach has been studied for magneto-plasma-dynamic (MPD) system modeled as a
DPS [181.

The controllability of linear DPS has been formulated and studied by [12,14,191.
Also the researchers [201 have investigated and derived a controllability criteria for
special classes of DPS. Reference [211 is attempting to relate the controllability of
nonlinear finite dimensional systems originated by [22,231 to a class of nonlinear DPS.

In a distributed parameter system the question of observability may cover two
types of information: the criteria which determines whether the measurements contain

* sufficient conditions to uniquely describe the state of the system; and the location of
sensors in order to provide feedback information. This paper is primarily devoted to
the first aspect of the problem for the purpose of establishing a criteria for the
observability of DPS. One of the initial investigations in this area, Wang [22], has
discussed certain aspects of observability for distributed parameter systems and has
given a definition with respect to initial state recovery of systems. Goodson and Klein
[24] define observability as the ability to establish the uniqueness of a solution of the
system. Other investigators [25-29] have studied the observability of systems which
belong to the classes of linear distributed parameter systems. For such systems, often,
it is necessary and sufficient to have a non-zero inner product of measurement
distribution with infinite dimensional eigenvector of the system's differential operator.

For nonlinear systems, in general, the eigenfunction can not be determined and
consequently the methods used for linear systems would not be applicable to nonlinear
infinite dimensional systems. For nonlinear finite dimensional systems many
researchers have tried to transform the nonlinear system equations into a set of linear

* equations with a specific canonical form. References [30,31] present the conditions on
the existence of such transformations. An observable canonical form for nonlinear
systems is constructed in [321.

In this study, the objective is to find a region in the state space for which the
measurements of the states would lead to reconstruction of the system (i.e., the unique
behavior of the system is feasible).

GENERIC MODEL FOR ELECTRODE REGION

Figure 1 presents a schematic of the electrode region of a MPD engine. A thermal
boundary layer is postulated that may be different from the momentum boundary

*layer. The Debye length and the mean free path of species are both small compared
to the recombination length but (D may be either less than or be comparable to ee, .
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The working fluid is assumed to be a monatomic gas that is undergoing single
ionization so that the species considered are atoms, ions and electrons obeying
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. The plasma in the free stream is assumed to be
partially ionized with a possibility of both thermal and charge nonequilibrium. The
electron and ion temperatures (Te,Ti) are therefore assumed to be different. The Saha
equation for reaction is modified in order to take into account non-equilibrium and
inelastic collisions. The plasma is assumed to be subject to Joule heating and to
induced and applied electro-magnetic fields.

The state of plasma within 4i and therefore eD may only be described in terms of
collisionless particles. It may be pointed out that 4,j and t'D are not sharply defined
boundaries.

Within the electrode, two regions have been identified in Figure 1: the first is a
region where melting and evaporation may be taking place and the second, a region
with pure conductive heat transfer. The first is referred to as a "mushy" region.

The describing equations applicable to the various regions are provided in
Appendix I. At this stage it is not the objective either to match the different regions
on an asymptotic basis or to undertake numerical calculations. Hence no boundary

S conditions are given for the different regions.

ENERGY BALANCE AT A CATHODE

As a particular example of electrode-associated processes, we examine the energy
balance in the vicinity of a cathode. The equations describing the state of the plasma
including non-equilibrium and multi-temperature effects are presented in Appendix I.
Referring to Figure 1, the energy balance equations applicable to different regions are
presented in Appendix II along with the associated current flux equation. It is
assumed that the cathode material is catalytic and recombination processes within the

S material give rise to a flux of neutrals into the Debye region and also to heat
generation within the electrode. A region, referred to as the "mushy" region, is

'' identified in the electrode material adjoining the plasma. In that region it is assumed
that phase change processes, solid to liquid, liquid to vapor and also solid to vapor, are
expected to occur.

The energy balance equation at the internal surface of the cathode marked in
Figure 1 as y=O may be written as follows.

whee te =qp qrd +Qsu - + qcond + qelectlmushy

where 4p is the net energy transfer to the surface from the plasma due to the kinetic
energy and potential energy of the particles, rad, the net radiation to the surface from
the plasma, Qsuc, the energy generation at the surface due to recombination of ions
and electrons, Q is the energy associated with phase change and, qlcond, energy
conducted into the mushy region.

.J' .

** ** *
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OBSERVABILITY ANALYSIS

The general form for the siet of governing equations of the system under
investigation can be expressed as

U) (1) UV f (V y ay2

y=h(V)
where V is the distributed state vector and y is the scalJar output (measurement).

A nonlinear transformation T:V - V* with,

V = T(V*) (2)

such that system of (1) is transformed into a Brunovsky canonical form [22J given by

V AV '+ -(y, U) =f(V*,U)

y CV (3)

with

A= 0 0 (4)

and

C =[0, 0,..., 0, 11 (5)
Hence

V .- -(V)= <VT (V'). 2. (6)
d t d t

f(V, U) = <VT(V.) - f.(V' U) > (7)

by differentiation with respect to V;1

i.)f(V'.U) __ (T(V.)) -f- + VT(V Af(8

L. H.S. = - L 'T(V) (8-a)

First term of the R.H.S. is

MO0i
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dV VTV.  f' f(V) (8-b)

According to the chosen canonical form, -- for k = 1. n -1 is
avk

0

' Of'

OVk 1

0

Namely, (k+l)th element is unity. Hence the second term on the right hand side is

OT for I <k <n-I
(iVk+l-- -

(8-c)
AT )f"
OT o for k=n

Therefore, from (8) using 8-a, b, c, for 1 < k < n-i, the following is obtained:

; T f T N=f, -T- ad' f, (9)
;+ - ov )v - av av: j=V;

where [f, OT is Lie bracket of the two vectors, f and ' . From (3), if the

measurement y is differentiated, then

= m _C (10)

,V" V iV
which can be reduced to

,) V ' = C( 1 1 )
(3V*

Elements of the left hand side vector are
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< 7h(V) , VT> 0 (12)
oN1

<OVh(V) OT >-<Vh(V) f, Oi > (13)

av2

From Leibritz formula
< Vh(V) , f' -9TO > <>7- < 7h, f>, -LT- > - < V<Vh, V--->f> (14)

But considering the zero inner product in (12)
< 7'h, [f, ,:'T ] > <Wf>,a[ -,) I -V1

where < 7h, f > - Lf(h) is Lie derivative of h with respect to vector field f.

Therefore,

<7h, )T >= <VLf(h), -T- > (16),")V; &V;

Similarly, it will be found that

<V11 , T >_< 7.L2(h), )T >

< Vh, 'Tr > < 7Lf AT(h), oTJ Vn AV i

Vh
* VL(h)

L VL1
2(h)

Ah ~ = = VLj(h) AA ,fV' -C = (17)

VLa-1(h)

Lie derivatives of higher orders L2(h), L 3(h) ..... , are defined as:
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Lf2 (h) = Lf(Lf(h))

k

Lfk(h) = Lf(Lf( ..... L (h)) • • •

In order to have system of equations (1) transformable to observable form of
UT

equation (3) the transformation set T and its derivative must exist. Hence, -- must

'4 exist and in equation (16) the observability matrix 0 should be invertible.

7"h

VLf(h)

0=

V'Lfn '(h)

This condition can be met by

det 0 # 0 (18)

From this point on two questions are considered. One being the condition for which
the set of transformations T can be found, i.e., solvability of partial differential
equation in terms of derivatives of T with respect to transformed state variables, i.e.,
S 1, i=l, ... , n. The condition for solvability of this partial differential equation is

given by Forbenius solvability condition, which requires the set of vectors

[ adof, T , ad 1f, T I ...... adj-]f, '() ) lO V i I N -)V

be involutive [331. A set of vectors fi .. , n is involutive if the Lie bracket of

* any two is a linear combination of the fi i.e.

f(V), =j(V Ck fk(V) (9

* This condition is the tailored form of the fact that each transformed state can be

solved in terms of state variable

v* = Vi (V1 . ..... V.) i=1 .... ,n (20)

and the functional dependence is invertible.

I.
6
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Reconstruction of States from Measurements

Similar to equation (1) the system equation is

V = f(V,U) VE, cR
y = h(V) yER (21)

Where y is the measurement scalar function, differentiating it successively with
respect to time would result in:

'h hA V

Substitution for V results in

Oh == 7h f

,: : Similarly,

77h f) -f VLf(h)" f

(22)

y(n) V Lfa- (h) f

Since y is a measurement, then all derivatives can be considered available. Therefore
the problem of observability of the system would be reduced to the conditions under
which all state variables are determined by the virtue of set of equations (22).

..VLf(h)

Y = • f(V,U) (23)

4,

y (n) 'Lfa-t(h)j

* In order that vector function f(V,U) be determined, again the inverse of observability
matrix derived earlier for transformation to observable form must exit, namely

.4 Vh
-Lf(h)

. det O= det #0 (24)

VLf (h)

Hence

f(V,U) = [0 - . Y (25)

This condition is similar to the first condition for the existence of transformation from
nonlinear form to canonical form. Based on (25), the state variables can be
determined from the measurement vector Y if
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(fv U) 0 (2)N det 
(26

this condition, though not related to the existence of any transformation of system of
(21) to observable form, guarantees the existence of at least one set of state variables
as functions of measurements, and input(s).

V = V(Y,U)

Observability Analysis of MPD Engine

From conservation laws for species in plasma, a one-dimensional global model can
be derived. In this paper the application of observability analysis to the global model
is presented. However, similar steps can be taken to achieve more laborious task of
determination of observability criteria for species state equations. Those global
equations are:

* continuity: = - P" +U - f (27-a)at f ) OJf

momentum: - + R- - (E-uB) f2 (27-b)moetu:,t ,)x p rax O

energy: [ ,-9T RT u K 02T a E(E = f3 (27_c)enry: 1 -- u--+ Cv, Ax +~ Ox2  p(A( x C x P C v PC VI

It is assumed that shear stress and energy dissipation due to shear and collision along
with radiation pressure and radiation energy are negligible. Also, in compliance with
species set of equations and for simplicity of having one control variable, the applied

' magnetic field is assumed to be small and hence with negligible effects, i.e.

B -0
Hence the control variables are

U, = B[E-uBj - 0, U2 -E[E-uBj = E2  (28)

Two cases for available measurements are considered. In the first case, density is
assumed the only measurement, and in the second case temperature is chosen.

Case I.- Density Measurement

. y 1 0 0 u -P(x t) (29)

For this system the observability matrix can be determined from 7h, -Lf, 7L(



W W V-h = 7C .V C f 1,00]

2 U

-- Lf U Ih += - _ U P - +  f

P.. L u I

where index "i" is defined as an abbreviation for "i" times differentiation with respect
ini• to X.

f I P, U uup1 + pu t

Pt

2 P 2 p2

Lf K 2 ('), P1  -- + R

Hence,

1 0 0

0= -Jl+ -u I - p+±- 0 (30)

R 1 uP T 2Kl() K2() P, + +u R j_
ui P T

The first condition for the observability of the system is

det 0 # 0

This condition is satisfied if both of the following conditions are met:

piut + pu2 = -u- Ip #0 (31)

and

. PtpTi + pT 2 = x '- - 0 (32)

The second condition given by (26) [and in a more restricted form by (19)1 can be
determined for the system. However the implicit function theorem which results in

4, condition (26) for finite dimension system, will be modified for infinite dimensional
system. In equation (25), the vector function in the left hand side (i.e. f(V, U)), for
finite dimensional system would be a nonlinear algebraic vector function, whereas in
the case of infinite dimensional system it will be a nonlinear ordinary differential
equation. Therefore, the implicit function theorem will be considered in the space of
1-Jets [34I. The set of singular points of the equation:
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dV

F(x, V(x), -) = 0
dxdV

with P = "L- , in three dimensional space (x, V, P) of jets are those for which the

tangent surface to F(x, V, P) = 0 is normal to (X, V) - plane, i.e. ,)p O. Applying
OP

this criteria to the sets of equation (25) would result in the fact that the second
condition will always be satisfied. This condition, states that for every input to the
system there exists an equilibrium or null solution for the system, which is predictable
for physical systems.

Consider the Venn diagrams in Figure (2) of set "1", satisfying the condition

and "II" satisfying the condition

where "S" is the set satisfying the system equations (27). If the cross section of sets
; .".. ,) c'u = 0 O

with the system is found (i.e. solved), the resulting manifold, i.e. S n I-fl H will
represent unobservable manifold of S.

From equations (31) and (32), S n I" II is determined by

C,(t)
u= = , O(x,t) = f dx

u(x,t) = CtO(x,t) + Uo(t)

SC(t) 

(33)

P

T(x,t) = CT(t) O(x,t) + To(t)

where uo(t) and To(t) are the given boundary conditions at x = 0 for velocity and

temperature. The time functions C(t) and CT(t) are constants of integration with
respect to x. Solution of (33), by considering the MPD system equations, results in the
following observability criteria:

T+ + L (c + T]) ( PCT]2T + + + uo) P CV P P 3Cv

~2 ~ (7/p2 C'

(34)

However, U2 is the control variable or input to the system. Therefore, to satisfy

- = -- a
.f e-' %V t*
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observability criteria for MPD Engine, using density as the measurement, the control
input should satisfy (34).

Case II: Temperature Measurement

If temperature is the available sensory information, then the measurement function
of equation (29) will be modified to

P
y = [0 o 11 u (35)

T

the same steps to construct the observability matrix are followed.

0 0 1

0=- 1 (T,+ RT u2 _ uT 2  KT(36
-p2c( C, u1  T + C pCT

KP KU KT

Rank condition requires that

KU (Cu 2 -KT)-K [T, + RT--u2 0 (37)p 2Cv  Cv u,

where K. and KU are notations used for very complex and lengthy terms.

Due to the complexity of the condition with this measurement the identification
scheme with density measurement would result in faster and less complex process
which makes density measurements more attractive.

Conclusion

The criteria for observability of finite and infinite dimensional system in terms of
transformation of nonlinear systems to observable canonical form was studied.
Similarly a less restrictive approach applicable to infinite dimensional systems, which
results in general conditions for observabi!ity of such systems was presented.
Application of this criteria to a global model for MPD system was developed and the
region in time-spatial domain for control action was derived. Control action should
avoid this region, so that the system behavior can be predicted from available
measurements. Selection of measurements based on less complex criterion to satisfy
was presented for the case of density measurements versus temperature measurements
in an MPD engine.
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Figure 1. Schematic of model for energy balance in the vicinity
of a cathode of a MPD engine in the absence of an
applied magnetic field. ()solid conductor; (2)

4... conductor in "mushy" stae (3) Debye region; (4)
collisionless region Outside sheath; (5) Region within a
recombination length; (8) thermal boundary layer; (7)
free stream.

*Figure 2. Schematic Representation of Observability Region



NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Description

magnetic field

c" particle velocity in laboratory reference frame

C peculiar particle velocity

applied electric field

r body force on particle

T current flux

q heat flux

u" mass velocity

diffusion velocity in fluid reference frame

SCp specific heat

e electron charge

E energy

h Planck constant

k Boltzmann constanE

in mass

n number density

P pressure

Q phase change energy

0 _R radiation energy

T temperature

t time

V electric potential

W potential energy



x position

Subscripts

cond conduction

e electron

i ion

k species of type k

mushy mushy region

n neutral

s species of types9

rad radiation

solid solid material region

Asur surface

II parallel to magnetic field

perpendicular to magnetic field

H mutually perpendicular to magnetic and electric fields

~, 3,directions

-C free stream value

Greek

7 general electric field

6i ionization potential

17 viscosity

VN thermal conductivity

thermal diffusion

p density

electrical conductivity



---- ----

v mobility

1'sk mean collision frequency of type s particles with type k particles

r shear stress

particle charge

4D Debye length

to mean tree path

Definitions

B

CS mean particle speed LT { 1/2

ne

fs velocity distribution function

P, n,rn, = species density

msk =reduced mass = n~
ms+ Mk

n.= generation rate of species s

eR recombination length = 2

D,= ambipolar diffusion coefficient =U i+kiD
/ie + P

Di ion diffusion coefficient = k p
e

De electron diffusion coefficient =k- LeIl
e
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,u electron mobility - e
Me 'eH

=u ion mobility = u 'le p

P L'eH p Pie

e
Alin = -

e
/li -- M TeH

us U +

e= mean free path =C

Dt A

1 4IC II
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APPENDIX I

_MVDEL OF PLASMA IN THE VICINITY OF AN ELECTRODE

A partially ionized two-temperature non-equilibrium plasma flow is considered,
which obeys Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. The induced magnetic field is included for
consideration.

The plasma is assumed to be composed of three monoatomic ideal gasses, electron,
ion and neutral. The pressure of each gas species is given by P, = nskTs. The total
gas pressure is then given by

P=zPs (1.1)

The energy of each species is the sum of the translational and the internal energies.
The translational energy of each species is given by•

_3 nskT(
2 n,

A Cartesian orthogonal coordinate system is used with coordinates that are parallel to
the magnetic field, perpendicular to the magnetic field and perpendicular to the
magnetic and the electric fields.

The electron current and heat flux are given by the following equations. The
electron transport properties are significantly affected by the magnetic field and
therefore these effects are included.

le 'rEll + (7E + _bXE+ ,VITe +o'. T e

+ H b"X Te (1.3)

5 kTe - 1  Te - ' IV Te X H X VTe
2 e

. - Te ,jl 61 - T e ', E. - Te 1 b(J X. (1.4)

The transport coefficients (er, ,, and X') are presented, for example in Mitchner and
Kruger[I.11, in the form of integral functions of C. The transport coefficients are also
available in other forms from sources such as Bose J.21.

The heavy particle transport properties are not affected by the presence of a
magnetic field unless the field is very strong. For the system considered the magnetic
field is assumed to be sufficiently weak so that the heavy particle transport equations
can be written for a partially ionized plasma without a magnetic field. Accordingly,

0 .%% , , "% % .- ,- - %
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the following relations may be written for the heavy particle transport properties.

7 au, + 9u, 2

5 D5T

qh = - kTh n,, - \' 7T h - nbkTh ' - (1.8)
2 

h

T= Ii en~ (1.7)

n j MD - _ .DT (l (1.8)
n~p k iLi t'h

nC Ps

Sn ) + P )V(lnP) - P( -'g-ni) (.9)

where

6= Kronecker delta = 0 if J = 3 1 if c = 3

DA concentration diffusion coefficient

D w - thermal diffusion coefficient

Since a non-equilibrium plasma is considered, a relationship for the generation of
species is required. Only collisional reactions will be considered. Specifically the
three-body recombination reaction where the third body is an electron may be written

as follows.

e +A + +e e + A (1.10)

* The generation rate equation is then given by the following.

il')h e"

n -= - ) '(Te) I (neni) - heni (

where

.4' .. - .. . -
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(nn,) -- n a. (1.12)

i1 nn. Lud

ci(T ) - n, 1.09 X 10-20 T e s-- (I. 3)
s

Hinnov-Hirchberg recombination coefficient

The equilibrium concentrations are given by the Saha equation, namely.

(-, 1- =2 - - exp (1.14)a-;na u,, g h 2 e

where g, is equal to the electron energy partition function and ej, the ionizational
4' energy. Since a singly ionized gas is considered, the electron and ion generation rates

are equal (ne =n
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APPENDL II

ENERGY BALANCE IN THE VICINITY OF A CATHODE

The energy equations are written specifically for each region shown in Figure 1. In
all regions the plasma is assumed to be non-neutral (n,*ni) and two temperature
governed (T. * T1).

REGION 1 (solid)

-.: - The energy equation in the solid material is given by the well-known Stephan or
-¢ heat equation, namely.

Es (Ein Eout) + Egen (II.la)

o r

O, ,
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"IT _T ) + (II.ib)

J 'olidCP.,, at soliodd

where E t is the energy stored in the material, (Ei. - Eoot), net energy transfer
. through the material by conduction, and Egen, heat generated within the material due

to Joule heating.

The current flux is given by

=f - soiid (11.2)

The energy input to the solid region is determined from an energy balance at the
surface y = 0. The energy balance yields namely,

[N'loid "Tsolid = m )Tmushy(l ly - + M 2t (H.3)
0y d y at

where Hm is the latent heat of fusion of the material

REGION 2 (Mushy)

Region 2 is the "mushy" region where solid, liquid and gaseous states may be
present simultaneously. The energy for the "mushy" region is similar to the energy

4' " equation for the solid region except that an additional term is needed to account for
the energy associated with the material phase change, Q*(T). If the material is
assumed to "pure" then there will be no conduction across the mushy region. The
region will be at a uniform temperature because it is undergoing a phase change. If
the material is not considered "pure" then there can be conduction across the region
because there may be a small temperature gradient. The energy transfer in the mushy
region is then given by the following model equation (Reference II..), which is in the

* nature of a modified Stephan equation.

PmushyC _ -(mushy7-T) + J' + Q (T) (I1.4)
'mushy

where

7 = (.MUhy( )

and 7,mushy= muhy(T) = electrical conductivity of the mushy region which is
temperature dependent
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The two surfaces of the mushy region at y =0 and y' =Yi' are not fixed. The
surface at y = 0 is allowed to recess into the solid material as melting occurs. Melting
will occur in the region as long as the energy input to the region (at the surface y' = y
and from Joule heating) exceeds the energy used in the phase transition plus the
energy removed to the solid region by conduction. If the energy inputs and outputs
are equal the boundary will not recede. The surface at y - y, will recede due to the
evaporation of material at the surface.

The energy input to the mushy region from the plasma is determined from an

energy balance evaluated at the surface y - yi' as shown in Figure 1. The cathode is
assumed to have a catalytic surface where incident ions and electrons recombine and
are re-emitted as neutrals. Thermionic emission may also occur if the cathode
temperature is sufficiently high. It should be noted that the thermionically emitted
electrons provide an additional localized current which in turn produces an additional
localized Joule heating. The localized heating may lead to localized evaporation or to
the eruption of material. The overall energy balance equation is then as follows.

Q + qeconi = ~ip + qlraci + Qsur (18

where qpis the net energy transfer to the surface from the plasma due to the kinetic
V energy and potential energy of the particles, qlrd, the net radiation to the surface from

the plasma, QSC9the energy generation at the surface clue to recombination of ions
and electrons Q , the energy associated with phase change and, iconci' energy
conducted into the mushy region.

REGION 3 (Sheath)

The region immediately adjacent to the electrode and within a distance of the
order of Debye length (eD) of the surface is the sheath region. In this region, charge
separation occurs and a net negative charge exists because of an excess number of
electrons. The region is considered collisionless in the sense that only electron-neutral
and ion-neutral collisions are present. These collisions are included because of the

1 large number of neutrals in the region. Since neutrals being emitted from the surface
* do not experience a force from the fields, they tend to remain near the surface. They

are removed through diffusion driven by the concentration gradient. All other
collisions are assumed to be negligible.

The energy transfer to the surface from the plasma is from the impact of particles
on the surface. Since a cathode is being considered the particles of interest are the

S ions. The energy of the particles is in two forms, the kinetic energy due to their
motion and the potential energy associated with moving charged particles through an
electric potential. The electric potential will tend to move the electrons away from the
electrode while accelerating the ions towards the electrode. The neutral particles
possess.

- Since the interest is in particles which strike the surface, the velocity component
normal to the surface is the one of interest. The describing energy equations are given

by the following.

4.

~~~ % %' F
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The species heat-flux vector, q, is

n.n.o C 2Cfd3C (11.7)

and the particle potential energy, W,, is

W. = 4.Vdy (1I.8)

where the electric potential V, is given by the following Poisson's equation.

Vv, = L ,rd (11.9)

The species current-flux vector, T5, given by

. = n, , C, f, d3c (I.10)

The distribution f, is determined from the Boltzmann equation, namely

a F3 Dul ___

(nf,) + (u j+ C,)- (nf + - Dt (11.11)
rt M. Dt

, f, ,)u.

C Cn, ,4C 9h. qk
0C. ')' k

where *sk is the rate of increase of the property of interest (mass, momentum, energy
or charge) due to collisions between particles of type s with particles of type k

REGION 4

Region 4 is very similar to region 3, as they are both considered collisionless. The
describing equations are therefore the same for the two regions. Since this region is
outside of the sheath, it is expected to contain a greater number of ions than region 3.
The electron-neutral and ion-neutral collisions also become negligible because of a
large decrease in the number of neutrals in the region. The collision parameter nk n
equation II.11 is therefore equal to zero.

REGIONS 5 and 6
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Regions 5 and 8 are assumed to be collision-dominated and can therefore be
described using-the hydrodynamic approximation. Particle recombination is assumed
to absent in region 5 because it is within a distance of the order of the recombination
length eR of the electrode surface. The recombination is included in region 6. The
resulting energy balance equations for Region 5 are as follows.

D 3 5
D-I nekT) + ( nekTe)J"7i = -7.0 + r..: +7..-9
Dt 2 2

2m Te. 1- k(T3 - Th) -
(.Mh 2

D3
(nhkTh) + -nhkTh7'U'rh - -7qh + rh:rh +",

Dt 2 2

2me 3
- "hen h - (T4 - T.)-b (fl.13)

where

* 4u

=7fU - ; nh -nI +nu mn -- , mz-- m h

The transport equations are given in appendix I.

The energy equations for region 6 are given by the following. The recombination
energy is included in the electron energy equation.

- (n (! kT e + ,)) + n.(- kT ° + c,) 7.T'° = - ( , - f°)

Dt 2 2 e

'r' 2m, 3
+ 7 +- -- Lehne 2 k(T°- Th)

Re (II. 14)

D( nhkTh) + 25 nhkT .,b - . + -'h:"h + -
Dt 2 2

2m, 3
mh L'hbnh - k(Tb - T,) - Rh ([1.15)

I Mh 2

r%
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REGION 7 (Free Stream)

In the free stream region, the various gradients are assumed to very small
compared to the other terms and are neglected. The rate of change of energy within
the system is equal to the generated energy from Joule heating minus the energy lost
from radiation, recombination and collisions. The energy equations can therefore be
simplified as follows.

(3 3 2me. 3

(n.(- kT' + f)) ' - v hn, - k(T. - Th) - R. (1I.16)
dft 2 mh 2

, n 3 2me - 3
-'(2" nhkTh) --~i'" L'henb - k(Th - T) - Rh (1I.17)
(At 2 M

7 + E~+ lHbXE (1.8
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CONTROLLABILITY ANALYSIS

OF NONLINEAR DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS*
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ABSTRACT Controllability of a linear distributed parameter
system has been investigated by researchers 10,11,121

A method for analyzing controllability of Ton- for the cases that the control energy is eitlier distri-
linear distributed parameter systems is presented. Trhis buted in the system or is present at the boundary. As a
analysis is based on the Lie algebra augmented for dis- recent attempt to derivation of an exact controllability
tributed systems. The augmentation is performed by criteria, Fattorni and Russel 131 have used reduction of
transformation of the state equations into a finite a special parabolic system to a moment problem ad
dimensional state space. The resulting controllability related the controllability to the absolute converg nce

* criteria is applied to a nonlinear, distributed electric of the moment problem. t
propulsion system, namely, a magneto-plasma dynamic

-.;. (MPD) engine. In this paper a transforination is presented to
augment the state space of nonlinvar distributed

INTRODUCTION parameter system. This transformation reduces the
system into an equivalent set of finite dimensional ion-

Distributed parameter systems are often approxi- linear systems. The method proposed by J1.,151 which
mated or modelled by a lumped parameter approach or transforms the finite dimensional nonlinear system into
by discretization of the system in time and/or space a canonical form is employed. Based on this transfor-
1,21. This approach, although it has been useful for mation, a controllability criteria for nonlinear distri-

, design of some control systems, in general cannot be buted parameter systems is established.

applied to an accurate dynamic analysis of nonlinear
distributed systems. This is especially true when con- SYSTEM REPRESENTATION

*siderations of general stability, controllability or obser-
vability of the system is concerned. Therefore, more Distributed parameter systems can be represented
accurate methods should be developed to investigate in many different forms. However, in termis of energetic
the general behavior of the nonlinear distributed sys- systems where conservation laws and Maxwell equations
tems. Regarding the questions of stability, many may be applied, a distributed parameter system can be
authors have studied the nonlinear distributed pararne- represented by the following form of state equations.
ter systems. One of the first attempts using Lyapunov's ,+ U
direct method for infinite dimensional systems was +it

[ made by Massera 3,. Based on an abstract theory of

Lyapunov stability scheme of infinite dimensional sys- where V(xt) is a state vector in a Banach space, which
temn. references 4,5 have defined a Lyapunov function is a function of time (t) and space dimension (x), and it
on iilbert space and Banach space cases. is co n of:is composed of:

For finite dimensional systems the concept of con-
trollability, was introduced in early 1960's by Kahnan V(x,t) = Col V(x,t), V2(x,t) ..... V"(xt) (2)
and others for linear systems, arid in the early 1970's by
work of lerman 6 and laynes and Hermes 17 for non-
linear systetns. The nonlinear analogy of linear control- The operator A is a noilinear operator defined on the
lability criteria for lumped parameter systems is carried Banach space. The specific vase consideaed here is
out independent ly by Stissman-J1irdjevic 81 arid Krener when A forms a general nonlhivar funci'ion F* or the
9' by applying the Lie Algebra. following form:

3m v)Al ,(\) = V" N', -, ... (3)

Thii study iq qupport d by the I .ir Force Offic , Scietjif5

Re arch -inder the oiatract AFOSR. . 0305.
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T- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The input space consists of The augmented state and input space are defined as

col (x ..... U(Xt .
'"

Therefore, the operator B(Vj) Aill be Vr• Ix

(12) I A.. '3)

with B,(V), I < i < r, being a nonlinear operator of the
form -

g,"~~~J1 Iv '-- \",

B,(V)=g V (6)

ix ,xp

Assuming V, F". and G; are a1nalytical fi lit is. i.il

with p in. Equivalently, the general operator B(V) equation (11) can be written as:
can be represented as t) -. " tG.I "- -(

B G , ._V (7) 'it -. 'x ') -xe ~B(v) =" ,.- , ..2 ... P (7)

Differentiating the state equation ni times results in

where IV2) 12 * _. 2 (;. J' ( ,"t.

2g. g , . + .g
it.a =g'v .. g2  • , . , JI ) II ,)

I ,t'* (I() I+ r( U . 'xm

Equations (1), (3) and (8) represent a wide class of non-
linear distributed parameter systems. This system
classification and representation is used in the following Or in the augmented space the system of equation I1)
controllability derivations. can be written as

SYSTEM AUGMENTATION T= F(') + C) ) 15)

In order to derive controllability criteria for the
system of equation (1), the system is augmented such where
that the resulting equivalent system can be formulated
in terms of a finite dimensional nonlinear system. This F'(
augmentation will reduce the infinite dimensional

* domains of the A and B operators into a finite domain F*(
at each point in the space dimension x. - '

1W F( -) - (16)
Let

* '2 _ V- - V • (9) -.... --

.,~0x ,x' ' -7..n {'

Therefore,

t' .... The augmented fortit for , . woouhd be

-II

G* V(2), I

' Differentiation with respect to x of the above state
I equation results in _ _I,, * IW

I I .

P v-,- F' VII)

g ~~~~~x It j 1......... i

S .I.. .I ;. I

+ [ "), V(P )v - ,- -- i -

%u %s' s
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Since T( ,) is a scalar function, Lheln
Equation 15) is an augmented form of equation (1) and T "1I
(101 which can be represented if an auginctiied linioe ' F = " - = 'T,F = ,dT.F> 25)
dimetsional space at each x with F: .. . and

DERINATION OF CONTROLLA.BILITY CRITERLA Therefore

In the previous section, it was 4hown that a ion.
linear distributed system can be representcd in an .i <dT, F> for i= I ..... q-I .26)

equivalent nonlinear finite dimensional system in rhe

following form. Hence

tt) = F( W I I(ti 1 T, =.dT, F>

where ,ER 4 . ER q = T', < d<dr,, F>. F>

In general, controllability concept is related to
relationship between inputs and states 16 . Namely,
each state variable ' EM ,rai be rianipulated by an Furthermore, combination of equations j19) and 122)
input I E ,. In order to establish this relationship, the yields

sy stem equations should be transferred 'Into a canonical
form, as shown in the following.

, ( ' *gI t19) _,T_ G( ) = g =
0

where

2 .t1 
or equivalently

0 <dT, ( "> = 0, i =1.q-1 (27)

= f(V)= and g=

0 Combination of (26) and (27) results in

a( I <dT, , G)> G <d<dT,, F>.,G>

*~i By direct expansion it can be proved that

The transformation that generates 1M from ,M <d<dT , F>, G> =- <dTj, F - G
is a one-to-one mapping TI): M-.Nl'. Hence

," =1() I C NI Rq  (20) - <d<dT ,. G>. F>

and inverse mapping is denoted by ( -):MTm

*.MCR (21) The vector -T F - ' CF G is a Lie bracket and can

* equivalently be represented by the Lie bracket F.G or

Therefore. (ad sup I F,C). Moreover, it was shown by (27) that

d () d IT I T the inner product <dT, G> is zero. Therefore,IN IT('). F + GIV 22)

TIt - ) .I <dT2 , G( \)> = <ddT,. [I.

Comparison of equations (19). '20) and (22) results in C)> = - <dT,. ad'lF.G.> = 0

1( Similarly.

'-T F = N'g) = (23) <dT,,, G( '(2 = <dT., aI'F.(;
Tq(

where

or ad2 F,G; - F.,C

-F =fT. for i =1.q-1 (24) adF,G = F, F, F, G

J82



Since all of the inner product terms have the common b) The Momentum equatio,, can be written in the'Tt x-direction as

vector dT 1 - then the above results cait be sum-

marized in a matrix notation as follows. t + u - 4- JB (31)

,T) " 'tad'FG
G((ad'F,G )(ad"UG).(d

I It is assumed that = "L' -0, and the
f , 0 . . 1 ( 8 z

electromagnetic force J X B is applied in x direc-
tion. J is the local current between the elec-

Let define trodes.

C - G i adF.G) ' • lad'-'F.G) (29) J = J(x.t)

c) One-dimensional non-steady energy equation will
Then (28) can be written as lead to:

[0,0. j)q - ] C - 1 cvi- +u =-P + JE (32)

In general, pressure P is a nonlinear func-
In order to have controllability for the system tion of density, p. and temperature, "I. i.e. Lhe
re1 'T has to exist. This state variables. In case of perfect gases, thisrepresented by (18) or (19), ha toato exstTi

relation is
requires that the controllability matrix C has to be
invertible. Therefore, controllability analysis of the
nonlinear distributed parameter system would result in
checking the rank of the C matrix shown by equation In the energy equation it is assumed that

(29). diffusion term is negligible compared to the heat
generated inside the flow and the energy resulted

APPLICATION TO NIPD ENGINE from compressibility effects 181. The applied
fields are related to the current density by the

t - System Formulation Ohm's law;

Recent increase in space missions and construction J = t - uB) (34)
of the space station has attracted attention to new
alternatives to chemical propulsion systems. One suchis a elctrc popusio enineor agnto-where the parameter " is electrical conductivity
system is an electric propulsion engine or m agneto-an it s a pr e ty o th pl m .systemand it is a property of the plasma.
plasma dynamic ({tPD) engine 17

Consider a simplified model frr a Magneto Plasma Rewriting equations (30), (31) and (32) with

Dynamic Thruster which has the applied magnetic field, respect to substitutions of equations (33) and (34)

B. and applied electric field. E, as the input control results in a set of state equations as:

variables. The general governing conservation equa- / + (u = I35a)

tions for the system can be written as 't 'x

a) Continuity equation u 'ii R j j 131 - uB- 1" u 1 -- R- --- B(3 b
D--i-- it x , 3 b)

DT 4T 1T RT Iu -E(E - iB)i t .Ix c, 11C-- I u- - 3c

For a one-diniensional ode the above equation N

can be r,.uluced ,:

The set of equation (35) can be formulated in a distri-
=0 (30 buted space form as:

t 'x
=V F V. (fVi 36

where I and u are the plasma density and velo- It

city, regpectively.



The control action U for this formulation will be + j I

B, E- uB )1 [U , 1LU2] uul,) + ,',I)+ RT")I
LE(E - uB)]

The distributed state variables are uT1 + uM

U [~u i + - u- i

"- U/0I) + " UM
I

it - Controllabihty Analysis uui + "() + RT)

For the system of equations (35) the controllabil-
ity technique presented in this paper is applied. In
relation to the form of equation (36). it can be shown: (+)

~(/'u)

0 0 0 0'V u R ,(7
V. u u + R 0 0 0
F+V,'- (PT) (37)

I, +x , ,x
",0 -- 0 0

OT + RT 'u pcVu--+----G
Ax c, ,x 0 0 0 0

and -X P

G= g.'(v) g v = - 0 (38) Ux pc, Pcv

0-
p~c

g g2 g3 g4
Therefore, from (12), (13), (16) and (17) it can be shown
that

@

Based on equation (29). the controllability matrix C can
u u be constructed.

P U,
[g(a dFg)adFg)(ad'Fgj

T T U2  
19939 F ,(a',92 9)

*li 'U,1  (adt F,g4 )! (ad F.g,)a(dF- 2) (adFg) (ad'F,4

(39)

'U The rank condition for this cotitrollability matrix
* T1V would lead to the criteria for the qvstem controllability.

As shown before, the terms in the controllability matrix
IT (39) can be calculated as:

ad'F,g, [F,gI] 'g-' F --- g

984
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Abstract

An electro-magnetor-plasma process involves nonlinear, coupled, and complex
dynamics and is subjected to a number of instability modes, some of them being
associated with ionization or electro-thermal instability. Systems involved in such
processes are more complicated due to the spatial and time variations in the system

-'4 states (distributed parameter system). The objective of this paper is to present a new
approach to stability of such distributed parameter systems. This technique is based
on spatial extension of Lyapunov stability theorem. This Lyapunov functional
approach is applied to a magneto-gas dynamic problem, and stability results are

* presented and discussed.
I

Introduction

Dynamics of systems and processes which involve multi-energy modes and
interactions between fluid, thermal, and electromagnetic fields can generally be
expressed by partial differential equations. Electric propulsion systems such as
Magneto-Plasma-Dynamic (MPD) engines are examples of such systems. Stability
analysis of such systems is very complicated by the fact that state variables are
functions of both space and time. In this paper a new approach for stability analysis
of such distributed parameter system is presented. This approach is based on the
Lyapunov's direct stability method. Lyapunov stability theorem has become an
important vehicle in derivation of stability analysis of solutions to linear and nonlinear
ordinary differeintial equations. This approach attempts to make statements about
stability of motions of a dynamical system without any knowledge of the solutions to
its governing equations.

Although the development of Lyapunov's stability theorem for ordinary differential
equations has been widely investigated, its application to solutions of partial
differential equations (distributed parameter systems) has been limited. Most of the

"' stability results for distributed parameter systems have been derived by use of
approximation methods. These methods, in general, use reduction of the partial

-differential equations to a system of ordinary differential equations by spatial
Vdiscretization or by assuming a harmonic time dependence. In the harmonic case the

Galerkin method based on a truncation of the modal expansion is used. There have

A * This res.arch as been supported under AFOSR Grant 86-0278, with Dr. J. Tishkoff as Technical
Monitor of the Project.
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been studies in the applications of Lyapunov's stability theorem to distributed
parameter systems (DPS) without any approximation. First attempt to apply
Lyapunov's direct method for DPS was made by Massera I[ and Zubov [21. Massera
extended Lyapunov's method to denumerably infinite system of ordinary differential
equations to arrive at a functional in terms of infinite dimensional state vector. This
functional was used in place of the Lyapunov function. There have been studies in
formulation of Lynpunov functions for special problems [3,4,5]. A general stability
theorem based on the existence of a Lyapunov functional is established by Zubov in a

*functional space. Zubov has considered the general type of system, namely,

~(t,X) = L Z(tX)
it

where Z(t,X) is an n-dimensional vector valued function defined over some region Q2 of
spatial domain. Matrix valued operator L is a differential operation defined on the Q.

The abstract theory of Lypapunov stability of infinite dimensional system was
studied by Buis, Vogt, Eisen 6[j, Pau j7[, and Banks i8[. In these studies Lyapunov
function is defined by < X,SX> where S is a bounded positive self-adjoint operator,
for Hilbert state space, and as X,SX for the Banach space case, where [-,-I is a semi-
inner product.

Another approach to the stability analysis has been the application of the
frequency domain methods. In this approach a generalized circle criterion is used for
infinite dimensional systems 19,10,111

Lyapuncv Functional Approach

A distributed parameter system can be defined by the following equation

- f( x, ,Ut) (1)

where Xis the state vector, ct is spatial coordinate, Uis the state input and t denotes
time. If a Lyapunov functional V:'5# -- -2 is defined for this system such that it
satisfies the following

i. V(0) = 0, and V(X) > 0 for X= 0 and X ci

ii. V Ec '(Ra)

. iii. V = <gradV, f> <0,

then the following two theorems can be stated 12'.

Theorem 1: If in a neighborhood of the state origin there exists such a Lyapunov
functional for the system (1), satisfying (i) through (iii), then the origin is
a stable state for the system.

Theorem 2: If in a neighborhood of the origin there exists a Lyapunov functional V
%, for the system (1), satisfying (i) through (iii) everywhere except at the
,, origin itself, then the origin is an asymptotically stable state for the

system.

4
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Therefore, based on these theorems, stability of distributed parameter systems can
be guaranteed provided a Lyapunov functional can be derived. In general, for systems
defined in a Banach space, the functional V can be constructed based on a semi-inner
product, namely,

V=(XPX!

and for systems defined in a Hilbert space, the functional can be formulated by inner
product, namely

V -- < X, PX>.

In the following section, derivation of such functional is shown for a simplified model
of an MPD engine.

Problem Formulation:

Consider the MPD engine shown in Figure 1. The plasma dynamic equations for
this engine consist of Maxwell's equations, Ohm's law, conservation of electric charge,
equation of state (ideal gas law) and a set of mass, momentum and energy equations

* [241. These equations can be written as follows:

Maxwell equations:

SXH =J+

",':. VX E

_] v =o

E = -Pe

Ohm's !aw:
:J, =[E, + )u(U x H),] + peUi i XIyIZ

Conservation of electric charge:

0.0

Equation of state (ideal gas law):

P RpT
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Conservation of Mass:

"P + \
"  (pU) = 0

-..-. /t j= i xj

", Conservation of Momentum:

DU i  op 3 Pr.*

P Dt + Ox j ix

where,

Fe = Pe E i + jie(J X H) i = x,y,z or xIx2,x3

Fr = gravity force per volume

,:iT,

Energy Equation:

.p 3 'pe Uj ,Ujp U ,')Q J
.t -- 4 + E+J E...:"Ot N I ' x ' xj ,' bJ ,' xj

where em - total energy per unit mass cT.

In this model it is assumed that the plasma is originally at rest with pressure P.,
temperature T., and density p.. An external uniform magnetic field H0  is applied to

.. the system where,

H = i H,+j Hy+k 0

There is no electric field applied to the system. Plasma is perturbed by a small
disturbance and as a result the state of the system is a combination of stationary
(equilibrium) part and perturbed portion. For velocity vector the basic flow is zero.

0. Therefore,

U = i u(x,t) + jv(x,t) + k w(x,t)

I. However, an assumption is made that the variations of variables are only functions of
one spatial dimension, x, and time. Therefore, instantaneous pressure, temperature
and density can be written as

"-"-. . ':,.-.'.€"
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P = P0 + P'(x,t)
T = T O + T'(x,t)

p = p0 + '(x,t)

Electric and magnetic fields can be represented as

E i Ex(x,t) + j Ey(x,t) + k E,(x,t)

H H0 + h (x,t)

t H,, + h,,(x, t) ] + j [ Hy + h (X, t) + k hI(x~t)

current density J and net electric charge Pe are

j = J (x,t), Pe = Pe(x,t)

A' The one-dimensional assumption results in: ) ---- 0, -,
0,)z

Based on the aforementioned treatment of the problem, the following describing
equations can be derived.

-4

Maxwell's equations:

J + E  -0 (2)

,.

.re. rJY + ';tE :h; x  (3).

£.j,? Ez  f. hy
J, + E - (4)

"et 0 (5)

t(6)

,"hMe"E (7)

p Generalized Ohm's law:

Jx =T (E x - Mue wHy) + PeU (8)

p2
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Jy = 7 (Ey + A.e wH,) + Pev (9)

JZ = a (E + /euHy - lPevHx) + Pew (10)

Conservation of electric charge:

(Pe '"Jx
+ -0 (= )

Equation of state for perturbed variables is

P/ = P + T' where P0  pORTO (12)
PO PO To'

Linearized continuity equation becomes:
;" o'+ Po- - =o (13)

Linearized equations of momentum are:

,)up 4 )2u
Po tX/ +  l X -- -e JZ Hy + PeEx (14)

=,iv , 3 ,:

.j }' r (15)2

Pot - 2 + MeJz Hx +Pe Ey (15)

Po- -2w + /4e(Jx if - Hx Jy) + peEz (16)

It is assumed that the nonlinear perturbation terms are negligible in comparison with
the linear terms. Therefore, the energy equation becomes

, ,' )T I , ' u ,, 2T '

Spo-V = - poRT 0- + K 2 (17)

41 Decoupled ,Modes of Motion

In case of a neutral plasma, i.e., Pe 0, the number of ions and electrons per
volume of plasma are nearly equal. For this case, if one considers the fact that

" , ,)hx
-- = 0, 0, then it is possible to distinguish between two modes of wave

propagation, transverse mode (z-direction) and longitudinal n,ode. In the transverse
mode the states are found to be h. and w, and the state equations can be formed from
reduction of equations (2),(3),(7),(8),(9),(11), and (16). The rest of the equations can be
reduced to form state equations for the longitudinal mode.

I.IP
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(I) Transverse Mode

The magneto-gas-dynamic assumption results in insignificant magnetic
induction effect in Maxwell's equations from the terms carrying variations of
electric field with time. This is due to the fact that nondimensional parameters

Rt= t and RE - E- are of the order of one or smaller, andL /AeUHo

R C = u 2 /4E~ <K 1 12;. The resulting equations are

OH__ - (18)

Ot I H N2

component of speed of Alfven wave.

ii) Longitudinal Mode

The state equation for this mode can be reduced to

-VH " Ix _-H Y N' A- ' (20)

,2v V 2  Ih (1

'4 ')P )T +4 -2U V2 V ;'hy22- -= - RT 0 -+ - _ -(2''t x ''xJ3: c HY ' x

ije~ 'i~(23)

it I

,'T K )2 R 'Iu
* *'t p~c, ~2 ,, ~(24)

-T eT=where p - ' Y V t Hy. The parameter VY is defined asPO To P0

%I-. ..........~ I(' *, *
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y-component of the speed of Alfven wave.

Lyapunov Functional and Stability Analysis

In this section the Lyapunov Functional approach is applied to each mode of the
plasma dynamics. The stability results are derived and discussed.

(i.) For the transverse mode the general operator form of the equation (18) and (19)
evolution equation would be

_z A( Z) 
(25)

where

02 ]

-. Z= A= v 2 .. )|
_ , A= VIwi V ( 0

:"H x , x )

_,, z - _Z(x~t)

Assuming that the boundary conditions are

"€ _Z(0 ,t) = 0 Z ( t) = 0

The operator A is defined in L2(0,f ) and its domain belongs to a Hilbert space. A
Lyapunov functional V( Z(x,t), t) should be constructed such that

VLZ, t) > 0 and d-  < 0. For this problem the functional V is chosen to be the- dt

inner product of Z.

-. V = <Z,Z> t -- <Z, PZ> o , P 0 a2, all a2 > 0.

V---- a 1 1lh,, 2 + 0 2I1wiI2 . Hence; V = <Z, Z >1 =2< Z, Z >1 2< AZ, Z >1.
A, dt

Since P is symmetrix <x, Py> = <Px, y>

V = 2<AZPZ> o = 2<PAZ,Z> o

* where,

Z 4 x

_z. . V 2 rxI

< PAZ, Z >o= f 2 - Z dx (26)

(1a2-. ('k2V 2
Hx

6Considering all of the terms in the above integral, the following can be resulted.

" -S . . .. " . ' . " ' - ' " ' - - , ' -' - ., . ' ' - - ' "5 ' ,
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V"= 2 f 'h2 O1Vl .2 + ,1x J H x  , cx ,' x (7

0

For this problem since the eigenfunctions of states are similar, i.e., the Hilbert
spaces of states have the same sequence of coordinates, if cv, andct 2 are selected
such that a/ 2  V/H x then (27) can be reduced to

- w - d x ,h2'

Vx2 + ~ 2 + 2a,,xHx Ih-- + w dx (28)

Using integral by parts and the following relationships 131,

f dx > 7r2 ff 2 dx
% 0 0

and

X ~fhi- +w-ldx= , ,o =
,Oh 0 =

the following can be resulted.

1 'h 2 + ( "2 ) 12j

V=-2f ojtlv.1  0V dx

- 27r 2f(a 1 VH h' + c 2 u 'w2)dx
0

if ~ = . - ,/Hx then

Vx
* " _ -Ilh zl2  + Iwll2

V < -27r 2  V 11 '/H !Ihzl + VIIw1I2 (29)

In this case (29) shows that V is negative definite and that proves the stability of
the transverse mode using Lyapunov approach.

(ii.) For longitudinal mode of wave propagation the generic form of evolution equation
(25) is considered

I
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hY

v

__ u L(0,') and Z(o,t) =Z((,t) = 0.

p

T

In this case A in equation (25) is a linear operator with the domain in a separable
Hilbert space of state function which maps Z onto itself. From equations (20) to
(24) A is formed as,

V 2  H -H 0 0P H x 2  Hx ,

Y .
2  4 /Hy '4x 3 ~y'x 2f) )

0 0 0 0
I X

where

6P =(X3 '(11 > 0

QR (t4 Q.5

Introduction of this form for V results in integral terms in V in the following form

f Z, dx (30)
0

Such tertms would make V indefinite unless solution forms are assumed for the state

6, 'Z x( 0s~)-
Suc. ~~L ~J J fh erm would mak * n eint unes solution .o m r as u e fo th- t t



variables. In order to make the stability results independent of the solution forms, the

following equalities are assumed.

2

- x

-(YtIl = -t

-RTo( 3 = -a 4

-RTofa 3  - R

These result in values for t 2 through ( 4 and force all of the integral terms in form
of (30) to go to zero. Assumine a 1 is unity the following are resulted.

4~ 2~

• Oa1 = i

:--:

6 x2 v2 2•x

H y
3 - 2

y

H 2(4- - RT

(Is _ CvT

=12

y

Based on these values for o!as and similar algebraic techniques used in the transverse

mode. the following can be derived.

V V afi,1 12~ >0
"* ,-I

and

6 2 % -- 7r 2  (r, tjj Ilhy 112 + 4- 2V11V 112 + (k3± u'lluI 12 + a-4  K IIT" 112

3 PC
These results indicate that for Z, &- , 0 V is positive and V is negative.

Therefore, the longitudinal mode is stable. Hence, stability of the MPD engine near its

* equilibrium is established without solving any of its dynamic equations.

Stability results only for the transverse mode of the MPD engine can be established
by application of point spectrum approach. This would provide a means of checking
the results presented in this paper, namely, by means of the Lyapunov functional

SW
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approach.

By means of separation of variables the semi-group property T(t), generated by A
can be constructed.

- ThX h
SZ = TXw

or

Th X X,,

Th _ H Xh H,, X[ ThXh
v z h ,, X , [TwXW 0
T xXh

* The solution for Z =TW× will exist if the above operation on Z is not one-to-one;

i.e.,

Tb Xb Xw,

Tb X h  XW
det = 0 (31)

H% Xb Tw X

In order to have T and X functions independent from x and t, respectively, it is
T X T X X,"required that " - f(x,t), -r,-- f(x,t). From T ' X -~-=const. and-X = const, it is

conclusive to represent X functions in terms of a real periodic function

I

Axe+X/ A x e+ X (

where A = complex conjugate of A

X" x2  X iX

X (2 'X (

and T = ATe  i = S. From the boundary condition it appears
T

X = A. sin X -

i.J(
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Xn = nir n = ±1 , ±2 .......

Therefore, equation (31) can be reduced to

det S +- 0

v2S 2
Hx  C

The point spectrum of operator A, i.e., o-p(A) can be found as
oap(A) = {S c c A) (SI-A) is not one to one

...- S2 + (VH + V) 7 -
+ x (2 + VVH ,4-0

* The roots of this equation are

(• +:: V) Xa V

"1,2 V- ( f 2 (,H V)2 e 4 4V

The above expression for S, indicates that sup iRe a (A)l < 0 which is the necessary
and sufficient condition for the equilibrium solution of equations (18) and (19) to be
exponentially stable, i.e. an equivalence to uniform assymptotic stability for the above

linear system.

The point spectrum approach applied to the longitudinal mode results in the
following spectrum of the set of state equations.

IK( I s2 k  4 /s2_+___\
PO 3 p PC 3 T17-1)

+~~~ ~ T(-1 +S)uX2 + S) ± V2X21['7.-' + (VHx + S)(NuX+s) vx-

Y X + I-
+ T(-1)i p P• =0

This characteristic equation doesn't have a closed form solution. Therefore, in
general the spectrum approach doesn't yield stability solution for a system, unless in
very simplified and special cases. Whereas the outlined Lyapunov approach would
result in stability solutions for a system.
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Conclusion

A new approach to stability analysis of an MPD engine was presented. This
technique is based on the Lyapunov stability analysis which is extended to cover
distributed parameter 3ysteins. The results of the stability analysis was supported
with those derived from specteral analysis point of view. The procedure for
construction of the Lyapunov functional and derivation of its derivative was
presented. It was shown that while spectral technique can be applied to stability
analysis of a special class of systems, the presented method can be applied to any form
of distributed parameter systems.

. omenclature

C,: Constant volume specific heat
"S

C.p: Const. press. specific heat

em: Internal energy/mass

* E: Electric field vector

H,h: Magnetic field vector, perturbation vector of magnetic field.

Ho: Constant magnetic field or characteristics magnetic field

J: Electric current density

K: Thermal conductivity of plasma

L,: Characteristic length, length in the x direction (for the flow)

P, p: Pressure, perturbation in pressure

Q: Heat diffusion/area

R: Gas constant

T,T: Temperature, perturbation in temperature

t, to: time, characteristic time

U, U: Velocity vector, characteristic velocity

1. V, w: velocity vector components in x,y and z directions

x, y, z: Spatial coordinates

Xj: Spatial coordinates forj 1, 2, 3

Greeks

f: Dielectric constant

At, L Viscosity, kinematic viscosity

A. : Magnetic permeability

p, p: Plasma density, perturbation in density

1% % ' e
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Pe: Excess electric charge/volume

C, Electrical conductivity

1
VH:

subscripts

x, y, z: Variable subscribed in the direction of x, y and z.

Notation

T h, T,: Time dependent part of variable in subscript

Xh, Xw: x dependent part of variable in subscript.
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